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Forum page to run
As soon as enough articles are submitted and editors are chosen. the Spartan
Daily will publish a weekly Community
Forum Page. Articles will be geared to
news events an individual communities
dnd will be written by common it
members.
For more details, see page low
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Winds today
From Ills SibIJ Meteorology
Departamot: Continued clear today and
tonight. Winds will be from the north,
gusting to 20 mph. High temperature
today for San Jose near 85, low for tonight.
52. No chance of precipitation. Looks like
a good day for bicycling’
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Broken pipe blamed

Water dampens engineers
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Workers struggle to repair broken

By Mork Simon
Noah should have headed his celebrated ark in
the direction of the San lose State University
Engineering Building yesterday morning.
A broken six inch water main flooded the first
floor of the building, causing, as yet
undetermined damage.
According to Byron Bollinger, supervisor of
Buildings and Grounds, listed the possible cause
as the shifting of the ground beneath the structure.
"It’s just one of those things." Bollinger noted.
Throughout the first floor, various areas of the
building were under as much as five feet of
water.
Bollinger added that damage yet to be
calculated includes floor tiles, doors and
educational materials piled on the office floors
by instructors.
The pipe burst, according to Bollinger’s estimation between 5 and 6 a.m. yesterday. The
water flow began in lab room 178 in the west
wing of the Engineering Building.
Bollinger explained that the pipe is four feet
under the building packed in fill which washed
out when the pipe burst.
Discovered by a staff member around 6 a.m..
the main was shut off and San Jose Firemen
began draining the building at 8 a.m.
It took four hours to drain what Bollinger estimated to be in excess of 20,000 gallons ol
water.
In order to repair the pipe. SJSU maintenance
men had to uses jackhammer to break through
the cement floor.
A four man crew, it was estimated yesterday.
would have to work past midnight to restore the
pipe.
Repair and damage estimates, while not
certain, are expected to run high.
Bollinger noted the veneer doors in the
building will need extensive repair work.
"There are all sorts of problems. The floor tile
looks good now but when it dries it could start
popping." Bollinger said yesterday.
Bollinger added, three similar main breaks
have occured before, however. these were all
outside and caused little or no damage.
Another potential cost resulting from the
water is the fouling of Engineering Department
mains, pipes, and tanks containing water neces-

Allocations board reviews Bunzel speech
remaining money request about elections
Left with only $6,880.03 in its budget. the
Special Allocations Committee meets today at
10 a.m. in the A.S. Council Chambers to consider
nearly $20,000 in requests.
The committee, a seven -member board, will
also select a permanent chairman from among its
ranks.
’the budget was depleted by more than $2,600
following last week’s A.S. Council meeting.
Leading the barrage of 13 requests today will
be the Radio Television News Center, which is
asking for $4,101.98 to finance the television
show "Update.’
Other major requests will come from the
Iranian Student Association and the Chinese
Cultural Club.
The Iranian students are asking for $3,400 to
sponsor an Iran Week while the Chinese group is
asking for $2,800.
Other requests follow:
A.S. Housing will request $1,925 for its

1972-73 operating budget.
Si Lobes
Graduate
Mexican-American
(MACS) will request $1,785 for the El Alma
Chicano Symposium.
The Asian -American Cultural Steering
Committee will request $1,370 for a series of
musical programs designed to bring students
together.
The International Steering Committee will
request 51.300.
Model United Nations will request $1,000.
’the College Honors Committee will request
$580.
The San lose State University Rugby Club
will request $500.
The Environmental Information Center will
request $475 for staff positions.
David Mayes, student representative to the
statewide Academic Council on International
Programs, will request $400.
The Bin -Photo Club will request $191.56.

today - 12:30

Iiie student voter’s role in next month’s election will be discussed by SJSU Pres. John H.
Bunzel at 12:30 p.m. today in the Concert Hall.
’rhe talk, titled ’:Politics 1972: Nixon,
McGovern and the American voter" is free and
open to the public.
While analyzing the major political currents,
Dr. Bunzel said he wants to get behind the
rhetoric of the campaign and interpret more of
the reality.
Pres. Bunzel has been active in California
politics for 20 years. A political scientist whose
specialty is American politics. Dr. Bunzel was a
California delegate to the 1968 Democratic
National Convention.
Before coming to SJSU. Pres. Bunzel .was
chairman of the Political Science Department at
San Francisco State University.

Next months will be crucial

Student government - fading?
By ferry Dyer
First of two parts
Student government may not be dying, but
according to Dennis King. A.S. president, it
will lake a lot of work to keep it from just
fading away.
"The next few months are going to be
crucial," he claimed. "They will determine
whether student government can survive as a
tool for change. as an instrument for the
voicing of student viewpoints and as an object of self-determination in student attempts
to resolve differences."
Sell -determination for students is very important to King. He said students, and
especially their government, should be able
to standup to the system in areas of strong
disagreement, survive those disagreements
and grow from them.
One of the largest obstacles in the way of a
self -determinant student government, according to King, is interference by the administration. And, the area most likely to be
interfered with, he said, is the one dealing
with the allocation of student funds.
"What the administrators do, essentially."
he claimed, "is tell us it’s our budget and we
can do what we want with it. Then they start
naming the exceptions. I really wish the administration would just stay out of student
government."
King mentioned the landing of instructionally related programs as a major issue in
the conflict between student government and

administration. The student council claims
the right to allocate the money as it sees fit,
since it comes from students.
The administration, however, usually Dr.
John H. Bunzel, college president. has been
known to exercise an arbitrary veto is certain

Dennis King

of the major instructionally related programs
are threatened.
According to King, Dr. Bunzel has done this
in the past, the most recent examples having
to do with funding of the marching band and
the athletic program.
The student council wanted the band to
perform for the Santa Clara football game, he
explained, which was a week before school
started. "Council threatened to with hold part
of the band’s funds if they didn’t perform," he
said.
"Dr. Bunzel sent a letter to council telling
them they couldn’t do that because it would
be a hardship to the band and really unfair."
"The administration’s claim." King said.
"Is that student government isn’t really
representative of students as a whole, and so
shouldn’t have arbitrary power over their
money. I can only say that at least the
students had a chance to vote for these
people. They didn’t have the same opportunity with the administrators."
King said he didn’t know whether student
government would make it to the point where
it functioned the way he thought it should. "I
am hopeful and optimistic, though," he said.
As if to emphasize some of the problems
student government faces In dealing with the
administration, he quoted one administrator
on campus as having said, "This job would be
a whole lot easier if we didn’t have to deal
with students."
Tomontorw: The adminint ration viewpoint

sary for engineering experiments.
Bollinger noted the engineering water system
"probably holds a million gallons of water."
However, Dr. Harvey Sharlstein, assistant
dean of engineering stated "we aren’t sure of the
total damage."
"We are still trying to find out just how badoff
we are," Dr. Sharfstein admitted yesterday
afternoon.
He noted the engineering water system will
probably need to be drained to determine the
damage. Once drained, damage to the system
may be minimal.
Ur. Sharfstein estimated damage to be
"amazingly little from what I’ve seen." However,
he declined to give a financial estimate of the
damage.
Despite the flood, classes resumed yesterday
in the building with a lull slate of instruction

completed.
"We had classes all day today, it v., as just a little wet and sloppy." Dr. Sharfstein said.
Dr. Sharfstein admitted there will "be some
interruptions in any experiment that requires
water." This includes experiments in
mechanical, civil and chemical engineering.
However, Dr. Sharfstein said, the instructors
can postpone instruction in experiments
specifically requiring water until repairs are
made.
"It should not create, from an educational
point of view, any major problems." Dr.
Sharfstein said.
In discussing the repair of the main, Bollinger
noted "we thought it was going to be a relatively
easy job." However, in the burst, the pipes
shifted several inches making it difficult to join
the two broken parts.

Mrs. William Prusch with children representing many lands Da"
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Firstofakind center
scheduled for Dec. 1
Campos
By Angel Lo
A 10-acre East Valley Cultural Center for
children of all ages is scheduled to open Dec. Sat
the corner of King and Story roads in East San
Jose’s Mayfair District.
The center. a temporary headquarters
designed to provide cultural entertainment for
persons of all nationalities, is the brainchild of a
long-time San Jose resident.
In a recent interview at her home, whitehaired Mrs. William Prusch, sponsor of the project, whose youthful vigor belies her age. described her role in the Robert Smith Cultural
Foundaiion.
She also revealed that if this initial project
proves successful, a permanent, 35-acre
International Community Cultural Center will
be built at the southwest corner of Roberts
Avenue and Story Road, near Kelley Park.
This will be the first center of its kind in the
nation.
This permanent site, will be called Uniworld
and will represent more than 30 countries. Each
country will be assigned a plot of land to develop
as its own nation in miniature.
Mrs. Prusch enthusiastically described the
project. "telling it like it is." She frequently used
"far out" and other contemporary phrases.
She explained how the Robert F. Smith Foundation Inc. was formed. "Robert Smith," she
said. "is not a well-known name to the average
’San Josean, but to many children in the Mayfair
District. he was well known as "Mr. Bob."
"Mr. Bob" was never too busy to listen to their
small -fry chatter, bind up a wound, or even give
them a good scolding if he thought they needed
it.
But whatever the circumstance, they knew he
was their friend, and as for "Mr. bob," he knew
he was loved by the most important people in his
world. Smith was stricken with terminal cancer
in the early part of January 1968 and died Feb.
26, 1968."
It was a custom for Smith, she recalled. to pick
up the bruised and broken fruits and vegetables
from the local markets. It was his delight to
share his treats with his little friends. It was on
one of these occasions that Mr. and Mrs. Prusch
visited Smith. and the spirit of sharing left a
vivid impression on Mrs. Prusch’s mind.
"I’his man, who was a statistic of the ghetto trapped poor, was actually taking food that was
cast aside as worthless and carefully sorting,
washing, and cutting away the spoiled parts for
patiently waiting little hands." she said.
The real estate broker who sold Smith’s home
donated his commission of $765 as a memorial to
honor Smith. With this sum, Mrs. Prusch established the foundation along with the original
16 trustees.
The foundation is dedicated to helping intercultural communities, It sponsors art exhibits,
bazaars. United Nations festivals and other
multi -cultural events.
’Fhe temporary center is being built at the
Emma Prusch Memorial Park, land given to the
city by Miss kt:mnia Prusch. Mrs. Prusch’s sister
in-law.
"We’ve got a whole lot of good people herein
fact, we are the international settlement of Santa
Clara County," she said. "and we have more to

offer in this area, the east side of San lose, than
in any other community around here, because of
the cultural arts."
Mrs. Prusch, a native of Kentucky, came to
California in 1937 and resides with her husband
and daughter, Shirley. at their Buckner Drive
residence.
Mrs. Prusch recalled with a gleam in her blue
eyes, "I’m not an officer. I’m just a volunteer, and
I’m Girl Fridaythat’s what I like to be known
as. as Girl Friday.
"I do all the things that nobody has time to do,
or can’t do, or won’t do and they have to be
doneIda them. And I never get tired. I don’t get
weary, I don’t get down, discouraged or
depressed. I get upset sometimes. When
somebody tears down one of the workers. I get
very aggravated but I have never been discouraged."
She added with fierce pride, "I was supposed
to just hand this money over and that was the
end of it. But this group came to me and it was
such a beautiful program, one that was needed
that I just got involved and I just kept going."
"The Uniworld would provide an exchange of
knowledge of their arts and crafts, their
traditions and historical backgrounds," she concluded.
The central core buildings will consist at
complete educational and entertainment center.
There are tentative plans for two small theaters
with rehearsal and teaching facilities for the
performing arts. Adequate space for the visual
arts and crafts will be available. There will also
be galleries and a museum that will attract
artists and visitors from all over the world. according to Mrs. Prusch.
More than a hundred shops will deal
exclusively in fine imports from the tree nations
of the world. Each shop will be staffed by
natives of that particular country, who will wear
the costumes characteristic of that country.
Restaurants will feature specialities from
respective countries. ’The International Community will be considerably more than an exotic
shopping center even more than a permanent little Worlds Fair," she said.
According to Mrs. Prusch, this will cost
several million dollars which will be sought
from Federal and investment loans. Emphasis
will be on the design of the buildings, unique to
the countries, with the landscaping and atmosphere as authentic as possible. Streets and
paths will be so designed to lend themselves to
the many special holiday celebrations.
An important contribution to the cultural
program will be 11,.. International Library, where
reference books about foreign lands will be
available to students, vsitors, and residents of
Santa Clara County. A complete information
service will facilitate programmed reading and
research. "This will be lake a home for the
multicultural groups," Mrs. Prusch predicted.
"Students are needed to teach music. arts and
crafts." she said, adding that University of
California, Berkeley. and Santa Clara
University are participating in the program. She
noted that she has tried to enlist San lose State
University in the project hut so far has been unsuccessful.
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Com m ent

Voters have an opportunity
This coming election day, the voters
of California have an opportunity to
accomplish a task the state legislature
has failed to accomplish in its last
three sessions.
The passage of the Coastal Zone
Conservation Act, Proposition 20, will
effectively stop the helter-skelter
development of one of California’s
prime resource and recreation areas,
our coastline.
Sadly enough, all but about 25 per
cent of the 1,072-mile coastline is
closed to the public. Local
governments, eager to lower the tax
base for their communities, have
repeatedly granted permits for various
forms of construction on the coast.
They have done so without taking
into account irreparable damage to the
coastal environment and the loss of
public recreation areas along the coast.
If enacted, Proposition 20 will establish a state coastal zone
conservation commission and six
regional commissions.
The commissions will be responsible for preparing a California
Coastal Zone Conservation Plan, "a
plan based upon detailed studies of all
factors that significantly effect the
coastal zone." This plan is to be submitted to the legislature, no later than
December, 1975.
Additionally, Proposition 20 es-

Precinct

Nsalking

necessary, but not fun

’k Malaspina
Dan Huss

and social being’

WE THE PEOPLE...

tablishes temporary controls to slow
development on the coast, pending the
legislature’s approval of the comprehensive plan. The commissions
have the power to issue or withhold
construction permits in an area
defined as the coastal zone. Their
decisions are to be based on the
proposed development’s effect on the
coastal environment.
Half the members of both state and
regional commissions will be elected
officeholders from local governments,
and half will be public members appointed by the governor, the Senate
Rules Committee and the Speaker of
the Assembly. This representation
should provide a good cross section of
opinions and interest.
A strong conflict of interest article in
Proposition 20 insures a commission
member will have no vested interest in
coastline development and the fines,
as stipulated in the proposition,
should discourage violations of the
Coastal Zone Conservation Act.
20,
Proposition
Through
Californians have the opportunity to
stop the destruction of our remaining
natural coastline. If we, the voters, fail
to act, the coastline, as well as future
generations of Californians, will pay
the price. Vote "yes" on Proposition 20.
Penny Spar, Rick Malaspina, Dan Russo, Eileen Colla, George Rede, Mark
Simon, Roger Woo, Larry Mauter

by Dennis King
"All that is necessary for the
triumph of evil is that good men do
nothing." E. Burke.
This last weekend, I walked half of a
precinct for the re-election of AssemHyman John Vasconcellos. Next
weekend I plan to finish this precinct
and walk one for George McGovern.
Precinct walking is time-consuming
and energy -draining; it’s not exactly
t un. It may even be embarrassing
going house to house in an attempt to
spread the good news or propaganda
about our candidate(s). But it must be
done. If it is too hard, there are always
other things that can be done to help
the candidate. I for one, am not satisfied with sitting Pn the sidelines and
just hoping and rooting for "my side"
to win. I am reminded of a comment by
John F. Kennedy:
"Our duties are not discharged by
the announcement of virtuous ends."
We should not ignore politics; it does
not ignore us. Much of our sense of
community is politically determined.
Politics sets qualifications of our

professors and establishes guidelines
for hiring, retaining and/or firing
them. Politics determines the amount
of fees for tuition that we, as students,
have to pay in order toga here. Politics
determines which streets will be open
or closed; which structures will be
built or torn down; what projects or
developments can or cannot get
started. Politics even regulate the air
we breathe, the food we eat and the
water we ’drink.
Our lobbying in Sacramento against
tuition and for other student interests
would simply be work of paper tigers
and empty commitments if we, as a
community of students, did not have
the follow-through to attempt to elect
our "friends" and retire our "non friends." Teacher associations have
recently noticed that. They, for the
first time in U.S. history, are gearing
up in a big way to stand up for
education as big business and big
labor stood up for its interests.
Although they have a way to go, they
have begun. Student associations are

Por Jaime Qui jam
Como les va Raza. Espero que todos
hayan tenido un buen die de los
veteranos. Que tel estuvieron los
borlos, y lo dames que viene con ellos.
Pues bienvenidos a otra semana de
sufrir y penar con la siempre exciting
escuela.
En caso que ustedes no se hayan
dado cuenta espero que todos lo lean y
tambien hagan la lucha de asistir. El
jueves el 26 de octubre va a ver una
fiesta festejando el Dia De La Raza en

la Union. Se va a tratar de Colonialism
que tiene que ver con nosotros los
Chicanos, tambien el Teatro de la
Gente otra vex se va aventar, Tomas
Almaquer va ser uno de los speakers
y a las diez de la noche entraran los
Mariachis a darle gusto al gusto con su
a todo dar musica. Alla los guachol
We all know that behind something
good there are always the little people
or mejor didcho las personas que
mince reciben reconociencia por to que

Staff Comment

Last chance for redemption
by Mark Hegedus
Dear Football Fan:
This Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium we have a last chance to
redeem ourselves and show our team
and our cheerleaders that we are 100
per cent behind them.
So far this year your rooting from
the stands has been anything but
inspiring.
The cheerleaders and song girls are
down below you busting their behinds
to elicit some rumbles of rah from you
and you’ve responded with silence,
muffled and inaudible regurgitations,
rolls of multicolored toilet paper,
aluminum cans, food, boos and blahs!

A lot of excuses are floating around.
The fact of the matter is, there’s no
one to blame but yourselves.
You’ve got a team out there that’s
multiracial, you’ve got cheerleaders
who are multiracial, and you
yourselves are multiracial.
If you’re sitting back on your duffs
when head cheerleader Elaine Felix
asks you for a "push-em-back"yell,
Yell, YELL, PUSH - EM - BACK!
Because if you don’t, and if you
rationalize to yourself that you aren’t
because "those Black girls aren’t my
style," then you’re the one being
pushed back. Way Back!

"We’ll have a coalition government over my dead body!"
Letter

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
Granted, capital punishment is not a
pretty spectacle. But then, neither is
cold-blooded, wanton murder.
.
Short of reducing men to vegetables
via prefrontal lobotomy, attempts at
rehabilitating murderers are at best a
gamble, not to mention bad economics.
Once a man, any man, has killed, he
almost invariably finds it both morally
and physically easier to kill again no
matter who he is or what punishment
or therapy he subsequently goes
through, as many a multi -time killer
can testify.
The time and expense it takes to
hopefully reclaim one hardened cut
throat might well be more efficaciously spent in aiding ten other
people before they ever become cutthroats.
When it comes down to simple practicality, the only tried-and-true
method of preventing the murderer
from repeating his deed is, in fact,
capital punishment. Even a lifer has
opportunity to escape and/or kill
again, if not always to be paroled and
thereby given a free hand, as Ruchell
Magee’s example well illustrates.
Considering these additional fac-

to the Editor

Legal implications noticed

Death is not a pretty sight
tors, I urge the public to reject
Kringel’s bleeding-heart sympathy for
those who have no sympathy whatsoever themselves; to throw full support behind passage of Proposition 17,
the death penalty initiative; and in so
doing, to help reaffirm the non murdering citizen’s rights to life and
liberty from fear of crime.
Merritt Clifton

Fact stranger
than fiction?
Editor:
President Nixon has helped our environment by creating the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency). Last
week, this same President vetoed a
$24.6 million Water Pollution Control
Bill put before him. The Senate and
House subsequently passed the bill
which would take action to help these
United States clean up this valuable
resource. Fact is stranger than fiction.
S. A. Streeter

even further behind. It is time we
started to do something.
This year is critically important.
The election of state and national office holders, as well as local and state
propositions, will influence our community for years to come. Propositions
about such relevant concerns as the
decriminilization of the use of marijuana, the death penalty, rights of the
farm workers and financial support of
education are before us to vote and to
decide once and for all. In the days to
come, the Associated Students will be
sponsoring a wide variety of forums
and films on politics. President Bunzel
will speak on Wednesday on national
politics (he speaks with experience as
well as observation). Proponents and
opponents of many propositions, local
legislators and their challengers will
appear on campus at various times up
until election day. (Now is your chance
to meet a real, live, politician!)
We are doing this to encourage you
to make up your mind . . . and do
something.

Editor:
In addition to the psychological and
social implications of capital
punishment which Dr. Kringel pointed
out in the recent Spartan Daily
interview, there are also some important legal implications of
Proposition 17 which often go unnoticed. First of all, the U.S. Supreme
Court’s June ruling did not declare the
death penalty unconstitutional in all
casesbut only in those cases where
existing statutes give judge or jury the
discretion in choosing whether a
defendant should die or be sentenced
to life imprisonment. The Court did not
rule on cases in which the death
penalty is mandatory. This means
then, that the death penalty is still
valid in states which have statutes
making the death penalty mandatory.
California has four crimes which now
do require mandatory death sentences.
Now, since the California Supreme
Court ruled in February that the death
penalty violated the cruel or unusual
punishment clause of the State
Constitution, proponents for its restoration must bypass the State
Supreme Court and must also take advantage of the loophole left by the U.S.
Supreme Court’s failure to rule against
mandatory death sentences. This is
exactly what passage of Proposition
17 will accomplish. Not only will the

death penalty be restored, but Prop. 17
would also specifically deny the State
Supreme Court the right of judicial
review of any present or future mandatory death penalty legislationan
unprecedented and radical departure
from the precepts of the California Bill
of Rights.
Thus, if Prop. 17 passes, within 24
hours of the election, capital
punishment would again be reinstated
for the four crimes which presently impose mandatory death sentences, and
executions could again be resumed. Its
passage would also allow the
enactment of future legislation making
any crime punishable by deathand
in a climate of "law and order"
hysteria, "crime" is conveniently
defined according to the reigning fears,
prejudices and hostilities of the people. For example, as of January, 1967,
Nevada and Texas had statutes which
made having sex with a previously
chaste female of 17 years or younger a
crime punishable by death. It is not inconceivable that similar legislation
could be enacted in California, and the
California Supreme Court could not
touch the legislation by ruling it undangerous
c on sti t ut i on al a
which should compel
precedent
everyone to vote No on Proposition 171
Barbara Close

hacen. Well just recently la oficina del
E.O.P. has made its atmosphere more
lively with having a las senoritas de
recepcionistas, ellas son Irene Lopez,
Cecilia Figuroa y a Norma Molina, que
viene de Visalia, Visalia! Wow, now a
days people just think of anything to
say. Sounds to me like something that
would be passed around at a party.
Bueno hay se va, a lo siguiente.
Mientras el resto de nosotros aqui en
San Jo nos banqueteabamos un grupo
de raze de San Jo U. alistaron sus genes
y se descontaron para Nuevo Mexico.
Alla en Nuevo Mejico este fin de
semana pasado hubo una gran
conferencia, haste ahorita no se sabe lo
que paso pero para los que no se den
cuenta de hoy al otro miercoles para
entonces ojala y les pueda decir mas.
Les voy a contar de seis ranitas que
les encanta tirar party. Son seis
ranitas que siempre andan buscando
un modo de divertirse. Unas van a
bailar, otras se quedan a pegarle a los
"toques" mientras las otras no saben si
quieren fumar o bailer asi es que para
no quedar mal, le ponen a los toques y
luego se van a tirar chancla at the
nearest sapo party. Esto casi es la
misma rutina de cada fin de semana y a
veces haste durante la semana. Estas
ranitas are really hip; tienen todos sus
pensamientos a la linia, nomas que la
linia se repite, de party diesta, party.
Estas ranas son bilingues, hasta you
could call them ranas in the groove
with everything that wiggles or
moves. A estas ranitas parece que todo
les sale bien, y tambien tienen su
private pond donde tiran sus pond
parties, el pond lo tienen decorado con
poppy pads, aqua color de Ripple y una
black light y posters revolucionarios y
hasta un centerfold de "super sapo."
Este super sapo era un bato bien loco,
le gustaba vivir, y asi viviendo murio.
Asi como nuestro heroe supersapo
murio, a estas ranitas les va a suceder
mismo, nomas que no tan grave pero Si
no se ponen trucha se les va a overflow
su pond y se van a hogar con el ague.
Asi como el ague se Ilenara su pond de
agua asi les va a Ilenar de problemas
los est udios que no tomaron tiempo
para hacer cuando tenian mas tiempo.
Asi es que no seamos como estas
ranitas y suframos al fin, es mejor al
principio hacer bien y al final tambien.
Sino we are going to croak ourselves
until we can not ribit, ribit, no more. Es
mejor segir siguiendo, ponernos
trucha, y poner ojo en lo que pasa.
Nadie puede re-escribir este cuento
sin permiso del autor, con una excepcion; el autor anda corto de fondos, uno
de a cinco y el cuento es suyo.
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Inflation blamed for increase

News Review
BY CATHY TALLYN
COMPILED BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Fee goes for dormitories

Viet cease-fire may be near
SAIGONPresident Nguyen Van Thieu said yesterday the
Communists have requested a cease-fire and that one could come
"in the near future," but only if North Vietnam withdraws all its
troops.
Once that is done, he said, his government would be ready to
discuss a political settlement with the Communist -led National
Liberation Front. known as the Viet Cong. No outside party could
make decisions determining South Vietnam’s future. .thieu
asserted.
In the two-hour broadcast he said no one has a right to impose a
peace settlement on South Vietnam and restated his opposition
on government as sr’uoh hs t hP Communist
to a tripartite
side.

Prop. 22 restraint order sought
LOS ANGELESA group of ministers, priests, rabis and lay
persons said yesterday attorneys would seek court action
against a billboard advertising campaign by backers of
Proposition 22, the farm labor initiative.
The Inter-Faith Committee to Aid Farm Workers said
billboards that say "For Farm Workers RightsYes on Prop. 22"
are "calculated to mislead the public... The committee said its attorneys will seek a temporary restraining order requiring the
"Yes on Prop. 22" billboards be removed or reposted.
Prop. 22, among other things, would ban secondary boycotts
and eliminate strikes at harvest time. It also would provide for an
election among farm workers to determine if they want to join a
union.

By Alan Romberg
The effects of inflation and
rising costs have hit dorm
students at San lose State
University.
New students and those
returning are laced with a $26
semester increase, an optional
$20 telephone fee and no
longer share the benefits of
linen service.
According to Bill Allison,
Auxiliary
manager
of
Enterprises, the reason for a
$26 increase per semester is
partially two-fold.
"The chancellor’s office
asked us and the other 18 state
universities and colleges to
pay more money for the annual
debt service," said Allison.
The debt service payment is
a mortgage on any building
Although dorm
facility.
students are now paying for
the debt, Allison said in the
long run the increase has
balanced out.
Slate-funded
Allison said the red brick

dorms were partially paid or
by the state while the
reamaining portion came Irons
the federal government in the
form of a loan.
"As far as I’m concerned,"
said Allison -dorm residents
should realize that the
buildings they live in are a gilt
from the state."
But Cordell Koland director
of the SIMI housing office.
disagreed with Allison. "Unfortunately when they build
new structures on other campuses it increases our share of
the debt."
Koland stated another
reason for the $26 contributing cost is a five per cent
increase for employers who
work in the dorms.
Although the dorms save
approximately $20.000 this
year by discontinuing linen
service. Koland said the money
has been diverted to offset the
debt service and salary
benefits.

On the question 01 whether
students are satisfied with
this semester’s dorm service.
Allison said, "We are always
open to suggestions by
students but ;hey have got to
be ready to pay for it.
Some residents are not
taking Allison’s advice as the
sale of dorm contracts appear
on the board at the College
Union and in the classified
section.
Kuland said he thought
there was no relation between
the sale of contracts and in the
raise of dorm fees. Allison
thought it typical ol the fall
semester "when people are
dissatisfied
for
different
reasons."
Ceatrex
Some students are questioning the optional $20
telephone tee assessed to
residents to help pay Pacific
Telephone’s Centres system.
Allison said the present
telephone lee is a headache to

School teacher is set on fire
PATTERSON. Calif.A first grade teacher told police
yesterday she was set afire in the school duplicating room Monday night by an unseen assailant who hit her, poured duplicating
fluid over her and ignited her hair and clothing with matches.
Ann Taniguchi. 24.a teacher at Northmead School. was in fair
condition in Turlock with first and second degree burns covering
more than hall her body, hospital officials said.
Police said they knew ot no motive tor the attack.

10,000 could die in earthquake
SAN FRANCISCOMore than 10,000 persons might be killed
if the San Francisco Bay Area were struck by an earthquake as
severe as the 1906 quake along the San Andreas Fault, Sen.
Alfred E. Alquist, chairman of the state joint Committee on Siesmic Salet y warned yesterday.
George Gates, a consultant geologist, told the committee
there’s no question a severe earthquake will occur in San Francisco in the future. "It could be as severe as the 1906 earthquake,
or it could have a lot of smaller earthquakes before one that
severe," he said.

Campaigns running in the red
Both Pres. Kai:third Nixon mind Sen. George McGovern ,
presidential campaigns will be running in the red the next two
weeks from election day reports filed yesterday with the Genera I
Accounting Office.
The report showed Nixon had spent more than $22.5 million
since April and is about $46,000 in the red. It showed McGovern
had spent $13.4 million and is $2.85 million in debt.

Delay refused in Corona trial
FAIRFIELD I lie ’mho III 11.1,111 lA/Folld s IllidSS illUrtier trial
yesterday ref used to grants further delay in testimony, enaction
defense attorney Richard Hawk said violates his client’s
constitutional rights.

Cheryl Sutter and John Mitchell lag for break in nine -ball tourney.

Mitchell nips Chavez
in billiard competition
John Mitchell pocketed a 3-2
win over Gabe Chavez in the
men’s division last Friday in
the first annual intramural
nine-ball tournament. Held in
the C.C. Games Area. the
double elimination contest
was co-sponsored by the intramural program and the

Board-Care homes
surround SJSU
By Holly Curtis
San lose State University
students are confused. complaining and concerned about
the increasing number of
board and care homes (often
incorrectly called half-way
houses, and their residents
near the SISU campus.
New students are aware of
their presence but uninformed
about the homes. Why is there
such a dense concentration so
close to SISU’(
In the past lour years almost
4,000 patients have been
released from Agnew State
Hospital. More than 30 per
cent of these patients are
located within one mile of
SISU.
All this has come about
since California passed the
"Comprehensive
Mental
Health Services Act" in July
1969. This act essentially
places responsibility for mental health care on the counties
in Calif ornia with populations
over 100.000.
The counties had to provide
community care for outpatients rather than mental
institutions. The act
eliminated the policy of
indefinite confinement.
When the law came into
the
patients were
effect
released, yet there were no
plans to transport them into
society.
The former patients were introduced to the welfare roles
and the welfare department
had to lind places for them to
live. The campus community
holds the same advantages for
board and care homes as it
does tor students.
The area surrounding campus has a large number of old
houses. Houses zoned 14-3, tor
multi -family use. The houses
were easily accessable and
most importantly, the rent
was low.
The references to these
homes as hall -way houses is
incorrect. A hall -way house is
a place where people stay bra
definite amount of time. The
proper term is board and care
homes, where former hospital
patients slay
indefinitely.
Residents of board anti care
homes can come and go as they
please, or move out completely. The majority of
residents do not leave because

there is no where for them to
go.
A minimum amount of
supervision is required in the
homes. No licensing is necessary and the patients are not
receiving extensive treatment.

College Union.
According tulerry Gregory,
C.C. Games Area manager, for
Chavez to lace Mitchell he had
to win all his matches in the
loser’s bracket alter losing in
the first round. Mitchell
remaining undefeated in all
his matches.
Cheryl Sutter was the
women’s division winner.
Signups will be taken until
Nov. 1 for the intramural table
tennis and chess tournaments.
Entry tee is 50 cents per

color blindness and depth
perception.
Test results are averaged,
and the student who falls
below average on a series of
conversion tables may be
referred to an optometrist for
further treatment.
"Any acute vision problem
will be referred to Valley
Medical Center," Mrs. Wong
stated.
Eye examinations are given
on an appointment only basis.
Appointments can be made in
advance at the reception desk
of the Center, located at Ninth
and San Carlos streets. Center
hours are 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday,
and 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday.

SILVA

295 8968 ’Next I

4

tractile ’,Lice lit Ilse

safga
Serenity in a sylvan setting .
work and relaxation Deluxe ,
year. all. weather accomodat.
located in a secluded mount
meadow on 160 treefilled acn.
No smog, noise or neighbors P.
autiful conference rooms, pre .
hospitality for 8 to 36 guests PI,
encan plan Just one hour a.w.
from San Francisco Free coloo
brochure contact Saton. Route 1
Boo 521. Boulder Creek, CA 9500,,
or call (408) 338-3917

LSAT REVIEW COURSE
San Jose classes begin
Nov. 29 for Dec. LSAT.
Cost $75
For information call (415) 526,2250

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

REVLON

Discover the Great,
Young Face with,
TOt CH & (AMA

Liquid Make-up
$1.00
ream Make-up
In -A -Compact $1.50

10th St. Pharmacy
10th IL Santa Clara

294-9131

from

THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

EL CONDOR
IS HERE

Week of October 23, 1972
PAPERBACK

BESTSELLERS

free

Ballentine
*WORLD OF M. C. ESCFHER
*BEYOND FREEDOM AND DIGNITY. by Skinner
Fawcett
*THE OTHER, by Tryon

Thayer McNeil, 22 Valley Fair Shopping Center, offers you a
10" x 26" full color poster, El Condor, ABSOLUTELY FREE,
h.., come in and pick it up. We’re hoping you might also
,njoy browsing through our Thayer McNeil shoes for women
,Ind our great array of just-arrived boots and casuals.

FALL SPECIAL
SAVE 38c
1 4-113

100. PURE REEF

earn ouster Trio
NO
LIMIT

3.95
1.95
1.25

*DAY OF THE JACKAL, by Forsyth
’’THE EXORCIST, by Blatty

Bantam

1.75

Bantam

1.75

*THE BELL JAR, by Plath
THE RA EXPEDITIONS, by Heyerdahl
BESTSELLERS

sBantam

1.50
1.95

HARDBACK

*JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL by Bach Macmillan
Harper & Row
*I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY, by Harris
*THE STRANGE CASE OF RICHARD MILHOUS NIXON,
by Voorhis

Eriksson

4.95
5.95
895

What began as a sly gleam in the eyes of a number of Asian American
students here last summer is becoming a reality. We now have an ASIAN
I AMERICAN section. It’s still in the process of development and a bit
cramped for space, but threatening to burst out of its present boundaries at
any moment.

OF
One of the most popular new paperbacks in the section isTHE STORY
THE CHINESE IN AMERICA. by B. L. Sung (Collier, $2.95). Of great local
interest is CHINESE ARGONAUTS - An Anthology of _Chinese Con-

tributions to the Historical Development of Santa Clara County (Foothill
Community College, $4.50). A beautiful gift book, a reasonably priced’
hardback, is THE HAWAIIANS - AN ISLAND PEOPLE, by Helen Pratt ( Tut-

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.
It
(10, oa, on on,.

-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance YourCar While
You Attend Class.
i Os. H,114’.,
Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
e’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936

lack of variety and the absence

of steak night.
Even Allison, who has eaten
at the Commons a few times
this semester said. "I’ve hit a
streak ol getting served pizza
everytime I go there for lunch."
Lock System
Receiving praise from all
students is the new lock
system installed in each dorm
room. According to Roland. "It
is a seven-pin combination
which is very hard to pick.
This is verified by Allison who
said major thefts have sharp( t.
decreased this semester in the
residence halls.
Allison expects to see
slight increase an the number
of vacancies as the spring
semester approaches. He said.
"It always drops in spring but
we have consistently held a93
per cent occupancy during the
Jtcarlt.ntu year"

In the College Union

Free sight tests
San lose State University’s
Student Health Center now
offers tree initial screening
and examination of students
who believe they may have
vision problems. according to
Mrs. May Wong, nursing
supervisor at the Center.
"We do not have an optometrist on duty, but we are
prepared to offer initial
screening for the student who
as having visual difficulty in
classes or is suffering from
headaches," Mrs. Wong said.
The eye screening consists
of a series of eye tests done on
a machine called an OrthoRater. A visual performance
profile is compiled from test
measure
which
results,
vertical vision, lateral vision,

When asked it the rising
costs of the dorm would attract more students to
apartments. Allison said he
could find no comparison
between the residence halls
and "the slum conditions in the
immediate area."
But Roland simply said,
"My main concern is to make
our residence halls a more at -

preferences in food change
each year. This semester
students are criticizing the

SPARKS

MOMS.

The community is now responsible for patient care.
Perhaps by exposing the
public to mental health
patients it will reduce some of
the stigma attached to mental
health.

at Health Clinic

the table tennis competition
will be Nov. 3 and 10, with
openings in men’s and
women’s singles, coed doubles
singles.
anti
lacully
Competition will be in the C.C.
Ball Room and the G.U.Games
Area at 10 a.nt.
On Nov. 4 and 5 the intramural program and College
Union will sponsor a chess
tournament open only to
students. Starting at 10 a.m.,
the competition will be in the
C.U. Almaden and Costanoan

his office as well as to the
students.
Although there was no cost
to the student when the
program was implemented
last spring, 80 per cent of the
dorm residents have signed up
for the phone this semester.
The Housing Office paid the
cost of phone service last
spring but students were informed of the $20 increase
when they arrived during the
week ol registration.
Some students figured the
raise in the telephone fee
would come with room and
board. Koland said he could
have thrown the phone service
charge into the dorm contract
"but this would have a made a
mandatory phone bill rather
than an optional one."
Allison expressed similar
leelings about the billing
procedures. -Making students
aware of a phone charge is
better than just presenting it
in a contract," he said.
"Anyway it’s a lot easier to
swallow a $26 increase rather
than a $46 one."
The seven dorms must stay
with Centres for five years or
face a penalty. II after that
time, students are displeased.
and Housing Office will ask
lor the system to be removed.
Food Costs
One service not effected by
an increase is the price of food.
However the Dining Commons
has tightened certain restrictions such as the passing ol
meal cards.
Last year Frank Latore, food
service manager, suggested
having a photograph appear
on each card. The $3,000
expenditure proved too costly
for Latore who said. "l’he card
is as good as the people who
are checking the residents
upon entering."
The money spent on the pictured meal cards was diverted
to food costs. But this year the
appearance of security at the
Dining Commons is intended
to keep unauthorized persons
out.
The residents’ main concern
with the Commons area is the
quality of food. Although
Latore said his suggestion box
is his greatest criteria. "Complaints grow as the semester
progresses," he said.
Latore observed that

tle. $3 95)

with
*Tomato
"Lettuce
*Pickles
*Onions
55" Buns
*Coke
’Special Sauce
*French Fries
Only

79c

Perhaps the most fascinating new arrival is THE TWO WORLDS OF JIM
OSH I DA, by Jim Yoshida with Bill Hosokawa (Morrow, $6.95). An All-City
fullback in Seattle, Washington, just before World War II, Jim returned to
Japan with his mother carrying the ashes Of his dead father to his homeland.
there he was trapped by the outbreak of war and was forced to tight in the
Imperial Japanese Army in China. How he managed to return first to Japan,
,ind later to America and to serve without pay on the American side in Korea
provides a story we think you’ll want to read.

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY

4046_,Eg’’ RED /3/S.11,1\i’
250 E. Santa Clara Son Jose
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’Joint’ affair
By Ken Mohr
At San Jose State University
we may lend to forget about
the American Indian because
there are so many. other
minorities in the limelight. but
not so on many campuses In
the Midwest.
This month the University
at Arizona is beginning a
program
counseling
specifically for Indians with a
grant from the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
Said Clifford Pablo, assistant counselor. "Many Indian students encounter orientation and adapt ion problems.
The idea of coming from less
populated areas and smaller
schools to a city like ’faction
and a large university campus
as quite a change for them."
At the University of
Oklahoma the American Inwas
Association
dian
threatening to tile an in Student
the
against
function
Association (LIOSAl it their
budget demands were not met.
’the UOSA had allocated
$400 lathe Indian association.
Steven Pensoneau, a spokesman for the Indians, accused
the UOSA of trying to kill the
association.
constitution
’Our
specifically says we exist to
school Indian
high
recruit
students and bring Indian
cultural events to the
university.- he explained.
The Oklahoma Indian high
school drop-out rate is the
worst in the countryover 60
per cent. A student who has
been recruited, who feels he
has a chance of going to
college. has a much better
chance at linishing school."
At the University of Montana 70 Indian students
attended a protest rally on
Columbus Day. Teepees were
erected on the campus and
Henrietta Whiteman, director
of the Indian Studies
Department there, told the
gathering about Sweet
Medicine, a Cheyenne chief
who prophesized the White
mans’ coming.
included,
prophecy
His

"They will keep coming and
they will give you things and
you will take them and they
will bring sickness" and.
"They will try to change your
way of living to theirs. You
will die off."
Ms. Whiteman concluded
that the chief’s predictions
came true. adding. ’"rhe Indians are mourning for a
reason, but you can still hear
sellof
cry
their
determinat ion
Trash and Booze at WSU
The Washingicti Stale
University stadium has been
facing a number of problems
recently. among them booze
and trash.
The latest craze across the
nation is apparently
alcoholic
prohibiting
beverages at football games.
and WSU is no exception.
Particularly disturbing to the
student community was a
sudden crack -down by
security forces at the WSUIdaho game.
15 students
Results:
received $25 citations. In ad di t ion, everyone was
"thoroughly" checked as they
entered the stadium and those
who possessed alcohol were
refused admission.
One critic, Associated
Students Vice President Jim
Boldt. commented. "It’s not
beyond the students to tile a
class action." After all, how’s
crowd supposed to have spirit
without spirits?
The week before, at the
WSU-Utah football game, fans
left an impressive 125-150
cubic yards of garbage at the
stadium.
Usually, stadium clean-up
there takes eight hours lone
day) with an eight -man crew.
This job was estimated to take
two days at a cost at from
$1.000 to $1.500. That
amounts to approximately 20
dump truck loads headed for
the university incinerator.
"I’ve never seen such a
mess," Bruce Rutherford, the
physical plant director, told
reporters.
JOHANNA CHANDLER

Daily approves
community page
The Spartan Daily editorial
board yesterday voted
unanimously to accept a
volunteer group proposal setting ground rules for a much disputed Community Forum
Page in the Daily.
The controversy over the
community page began last
semester when campus groups
charged the Daily was inadequately covering community oriented events.
Comprised of Daily staffers
Ramiro
Ascensio,
Buzz
Eggleston, Mark Simon and
George Rede. along with A.S.
government officials and community members, the community page research committee was. formed several
weeks ago.
Its six -page report was
accepted by the Daily’s seven member editorial board with
one revision concerning the
use of foreign languages on the
weekly page.
News articles for the Community Forum Page, according
to the committee’s report,
could be submitted in any
language the author desired.
A 4-2 editorial board vote,
how.r.ver. amended the clause

to allow only for articles
written in English so the majority of students on campus
could read and react to articles
on the community forum page.
Other sections of the
proposal call for three forum
page editors. One editor, will
be appointed from the Daily’s
present staff by Daily editor
Penny Spar. Two other editors
will be selected randomly
from a list of community
members who have applied for
editorship.
Anyone may submit articles
to the community page and all
contributions must be submitted no later than the Tuesday before publication. Tenpublication
tative weekly
dates will be Thursday.
Articles must be no longer
than 48 lines on a 55-space
typewritten line.
Name, address, telephone
number and signature must
:r ompriny each contribution.

Witching hour ‘gig’
A pumpkin pie eating
contest, witches and belly
dancers will make the All
Souls Night dance this Friday
at the joint Effort a haunting
memory.
The Funeral Wells
will
provide music for the costume -clad audience.

interviewing
The second in a series of
mini -classes on how to take a
job interview will be held on
Oct. 31. at 3:30 p.m.
Mrs. Gladys V. Rohe,
coordinator of career planning
and placement, will discuss:
"preparation for the interview,
some do’s and don’ts in
successful interviewing, and
kinds of interviews."
and
Seniors
graduate
students may sign up for the
class in Bldg. Q. Room 3.

Halloween
at co-rec
tro-ret is celebrating
Halloween tonight.
The party begins 617:30 p.m.
and will last until 9:30 p.m. in
the women’s gym. The festivities will includes pumpkin
carving contest, bobbing for
apples, scary movies (including The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow) and a hay ride.
Refreshments will be served
and there is no admission
charge. Costumes will be
provided at the gym and
pumpkins will be given sway

Alumni in the above majors
recently
returned
from
military service may sign up
on Friday only.
Sign up hours are 9 a.m. to
12 noon and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The following companies
will be on campus from Nov. 1
through Nov. 7: California
State
Personnel
Board;
Department of Health.

I hi’ dance is CoKec. a recreation department
organization. According to

Media focus
class offered

Trunita Crump talks with fellow cheerleaders about crowd reaction.

Cheerleaders rap

’Fans lack spirit’
By Mark Hegedus
First of Two Parts
In a conference discussion,
Felix,
cheerleaders Elaine
Trunita Crump, Beverly
Marshall, Lanette Crvens and
mascots Wanda Batton and
Mollie Johnson accused San
Jose State University football
tans of not wanting Black
cheerleaders.
The Black cheerleaders and
mascots offered comments on
opinions recently expressed
by 34 students in letters to the
editor of the Spartan Daily.
Black -White Conflict
"I knew because we were
Black that we would have to
contend with attitudes of
feelings from the
mixed
crowd," said head cheerleader,
Miss Felix. -But, we can’t
separate Black from White. We
have to be our individual
selves as Black people."
’Were there to help the
crowd and have the crowd
help the team:’ stated Miss
Johnson. "But we don’t have a
cheering crowd,"
Miss Crump charged that
rhe SJSU crowd is just like a
child you take by the hand and
lead to the potty. They’re out
there tar a good drunk and to
raise hell."
"The crowd can’t accept that
were Black." declared Miss
Batton.
"We try our best in practice
and at the games to do
traditional
stick
(straight
arm)
cheers
for the
predominately
Caucasian
crowd to pick up on," Miss
Felix said. "But they don’t respond. When we go to away
games the While crowds respond to stick and soul cheers
alike." she added.
"The Berkeley game was

marvelous." observed Miss
Crump. "We came back to the
Fresno game and it was
"We’ve tried everything, all
sorts of cheer combinations
for crowd response. but to no
avail," Miss Felix stated. "The
crowd just doesn’t have any
enthusiasm."
No Official Recognition
According
to
the
cheerleaders, the main
the
problems
plagueing
present cheerleading squad
are lack at official campus
recognition, money problems,
poor turnouts for tryouts and
difficulty in acquiring people
to judge the tryouts.
The girls have been trying
with little success to gather
support from A.S. Council.
They have also asked for support through the Music
Department
and
Athletic
Department, without success.
"We’re on the bottom at the
A.S. Council budget, a last
resort." said Miss Johnson.
"Last year’s council decided
not to fund the cheerleaders
tor anything."
As the situation now stands,
the cheerleaders are required
to pay for their uniforms, most
of their transportation, food
and lodging.
"If we didn’t have so many
money worries maybe we
could put more time into practice," Miss Felix said. "We’re
not even funded to go to
cheerleading summer camp to
learn how to do what we’re
doing.- she added.
Miss Crvens claimed that,
"We’re the only state
university
that
doesn’t
provide transportation to at
least some of.t he games."
Commenting on the

Accounting interviews
Mini-classes
slated for November
offered about
(anuary giaduates maiming
in accounting and finance may
sign Lip on Thursday and
Friday for career interviews in
Bldg. Q, Room 3.

Co-Rec
I irre.airt.
Mai uiyit
member, a witch will fly in
with her brewing caldron and
cast spells on the persons at
the dance during the evening.
The witch is a member of GoRec in her spare time.
Events at the dance will also
apple-bobbing
Include ion
contest and face painting for
those persons who forgot to
wear masks.
Admission is 5u cents and,
for the trick-or-treaters who
crave munchies at the dance,
there will be pumpkin pie and
cookies provided at a nominal
price, according to Miss
Howard.
Al the end of the evening.
there will be a pumpkin pinata
contest. Winners will go home
with candy and pumpkins.
The dance Will start at II p.m.
and end approximately at the
v,t, haw Imui

u.
grab
lit.. II
t’ two belly
will ,111,11
dancers who will perform
eilints during
their emit,.
the night

Lilucation and W eltare, Audit
Agency; Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; Philco Ford;
Security
Pacific
National
Bank; Arthur Young & Co.;
Bank of America; General
Electric; Bechtel Corp.; U.S.
Postal Service; Alexander
Grant & Co.; Arthur Andersen
& Co.; Defense Contract Audit
Agency; U.S. General Accounting Office; Haskins &
Sells; Lybrand, Ross Bros. /A
Montgomery; Pacific Gas &
Electric; Del Monte Corp.;
Union Bank; Price Waterhouse
& Co.; and the U.S. Army
Audit Agency.

THIS YEAR BIGGER! BETTER!

CAMPUS LIFE
presents Americas largest

HAUNTED HOUSE
Friday,Oct. 20 to Tuesday ,Oct.3
(Closed Oct. 22)
6:30 to 10:30 PM.
7th and E. Alma, San Jose
neer Spartan Stadium
For ages 12 and over
Admission: $2 donation but cut out this ad,
bring It to the house and save 50c
on admission price.
Radio reports. KLIV Sundays 10 P.M.
Phone 295-3522

.111e Boeing Go. will be here
Nov. 1 to interview engineers
ElE).

preponderance of Black girls
on the squad, Miss Felix said,
"Last
year’s
cheerleaders
advertised a month belore
tryout practice was held. We
also passed out Ilyer sheets all
over campus. About 14 girls
and one guy showed up, four of
which were White. Two While
cheerleaders were picked and
the remainder was Black."
Miss Grump maintained
that, "The judges weren’t prejudiced. but picked us for our
ability."
According to Miss Felix,
letters were sent out to such
campus organizations as ELM,
Physical Education and
Alumni asking for judges for.
the tryouts. "We received no
response from the letters.
Miss Felix said. "dna when
tryouts began nobody showeu
"From now on we’re going to
cheer for the team and let the
team know we’re behind
them," explained Miss Felix.
"The only reason we are there
now is because the team and
coaches say that we’re the only
ones behind them."
Lack of Enthusiasm
"I hope in the future the majority of the crowd can become
enthusiastic with the Black
cheerleaders," she added. "I
feel their lack of enthusiasm
now is because we’re Black."
"I’d like to be around a
couple al years from now
when there may be White
cheerleaders cheering SIStl."
Miss Crump remarked. "Then
I could tell if the present
situation exists because at
lack of enthusiasm or because
the crowd is bigoted."
Tomorrow:
A
While
cheerleader’s viewpoint.

By Robert Williams
Special to The Daily
Would you like to become part ol a cultural 1,...,1 Ilionone
that is starting to happen at San Jose Slate Univet sits right now?
If you are a creative person, with new and original ideas, but are
having trouble expressing and realizing those ideas. you might
be interested in "Focus on Media."
"Focus on Media" is the tentative name tor ii program being
initiated in San lose by several students and it her people
Basically, what it consists at is getting together students
interested in film -making, photography and ether forms of con;
munication who want to see some it their ideas actualized.
Originally, "Focus on Media" stemmed irunt a discussion at a
cinematography seminar offered by jim Zoo’. ,it New College
The students in this class are learning hovi to produce a [balm
film. One ol the advisers, Jeff Brown, of the Monterey Fib,:
School. was acquainted with some of the people front it,
Berkeley Film House. an organization whusr 11111111 bitterest is 0,
exhibit films produced by local artists.
Several of the students in the film seminar decided to attempt
similar film house in San Jose. However, more people became III
volved and it was decided to widen the scope ot the program to
include other forms of communication besides 111msuch as
drama productions, musical productions, and poetry rear.,
,
Ideally, "Focus on Media" is to be a learning and
experience. Each person will be helped to actualize his proierd,.
People who already have an adequate knowledge ul photography
or cinematography are willing to teach others what they have
learned.

Have
a
Levi’s
fit.
At the Gap.
Flip over the West’s
greatest selection of
Levi’s’. Levi’sthat’s all
we carry. From Levi’s for
Gals’. To Levi’s Sta-Prest’
slacks. You’ll go nuts

Dr. Mage speaks
at book talk today
Or, David Mage. assistant
professor
of
chemical
engineering, will review

vv c es
festival
Witchcraft ceremonies will
be part of a benefit Halloween
festival Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Nationally known psychic
and spiritual teacher, Marc
Reymont, of the Universal
Spiritual Alliance, will host
the evening program as a
benefit for San Jose State
University’s
Experimental
College and the California
Marijuana Initiative.
Entrance tee is 50 cents.
Under Reymont’s direction,
six performers will conduct
the ceremony, complete with
chants, aromas and suspense.
Reymont will also explain
some of witchcrafts’ "inner
secrets."
The New
York offBroadway production, "Occultism in the ’70’s," contained
Reymont’s last presentation of
the witchcrall ceremony.

1-

"Limits to t dowth," 0 II
Meadows, at today’s triculk
book talk.
’the talk will begin at 12:20
in Room A f il the Spartan
Cafeteria, and is open to all
faculty and students.
Dr. Mage was president ci
the San lose Slate Universit
chapter at
he American
Federation it Teachers (AFT’
I’1.11-1/
tee
during

ap
Lastridge Mall
3rd Level M -F 9:30-9:30
Sat 9:30-6 Sun 12-5

DON’T GIVE UP HOPE
Until you’ve tried

Q BOOK
STORE

330 SOUTH
SAN

10SE,

tENTH STREET

CAL1FORNiii

PHONE 408

Open til 7

95112

286 0930

TRADE IN ":::t Skis-Boots-Poles
DISCOUNTS
NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH
02 OUR LAY-AWAY BANNAMERKARD, Is! NAT. RASTER THAW

scount
PD sDiltis

1299 EL CAMINO
OUNTAIN VIEW 967-5709
OPEN SUN. 10-5

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF! 1
Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
manual

mo.--$8.00
3 mo. ---$21.00

Alectric

$12.50

1

5(750 IBM

Son Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.

WE MADE A BUY!
SKIS. BOOTS PANTS. PARKAS
FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
NEW & FORMER RENTALS

Our products include some of America’s basic
household standby’s --Pond’s Cold Cream, Vaseline
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Contact the Placement Office to set up your
personal interview.
An equal opportunity employer m/f
CHESEBROUGH POND’S INC.
32 BENEDICT PLACE GREENWICH, CT.
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Our representative will be on this campus
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24 South Second - 293-6383 - Established 1900

Regardless of what your
degree is in. . .if you’re ambitious, people oriented and eager to carve a good future, we’re
interested in speaking with you about a career in
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Hot Tuna to head
Winterland show
Hot Tuna, The New Riders
of The Purple Sage. and The
Rowan Brothers make up the
bill Friday and Saturday
November 3 and 4 at
Winterland. Post and Steiner
streets. San Francisco.
Hot Tuna was formed by
jorma Kaukonen and jack
Casady, lead and bass
guitarists, respectively, of the
Iefierson Airplane, as a result
of the music they were playing
formally outside that band.
The group’s first album,
"Hot Tuna" was an acoustic
traditional blues album.
The New Riders have seen
three of the Dead lead guitars
pass through its lineup. including Jerry Garcia, who
played pedal steel on the
band’s first album. Phil Leah,
Dead bassist and Bob Hunter,
Dead lyricist.

Dan Cop

Fiberglass wonders

Cycle show sparkles
By Stephanie Curtis
There are some razzle dazzle
objects d’art in the Pop-Cycle
show now at the C.U. art
gallery until Nov. 9.
Presiding over the show’s
opening was Tracy Nelson,
of
president
artist and
Fiberglass Works Inc. of Santa
Cruz.
Nelson’s work departs from
traditional customizing in that
he makes fiberglass bodies to
cover up engine parts
radically changing a cycle’s
appearance.
Nelson’s art form might
raise eyebrows in stodgier
circles
but, it’s drawing
crowds and eliciting plenty of
covetous stares.
Whether or not you consider
customized pearlescent and
metal flake paint jobs running
wild with flames, scrolls and
wedding lace art is almost imsheer
The
material.

playfulness and creativity of
Nelson’s work will overwhelm
you.
One chopper has orange
flames racing down the gas
tank against a blue and purple
background. The sides are
stencil painted, a shocking
pink suede seat with purple
buttons completes a cycle fit
for a queen.
As early as three years ago
this glorious potpourri of
colors would have cost the
buyer a small fortune but.
Nelson will sell you one off the
assembly line for as little as
$400. He no longer does strictly custom work. All the
models in the show were done
on a production basis, which
enables him to market his
parts inexpensively.
"I never got off on pure aesthetics," Nelson said. .....he
value is that you’re turning
people on to art they ran relate

Newman to perform
Composer and singer Randy
Newman will appear in
concert on Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. at
the Berkeley Community

Theatre. Grove Street and
Allston Way.
’rickets for the show are $3,
$4. and $5

....DATEBOOK

South Bay
rock -folk -soul
7
Ii y Ken Mohr
Dave Walker, the lead singer. Intermittently told the audient.e
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds that Savoy Brown would
soon hammer out some "Boogie" and some "Rock ’N Roll."
(Cheers, applause.)
One wondered what all the fuss was about. Whether it was the
"Blues," the "Boogie," or the "Rock ’N Roll," the band was Savoy
Brown and no magical transformation was going to take place.
Sure, Savoy Brown is a fine band. Paul Raymonde plays the
piano expertly adequate when they "Boogie" and Kim Simmonds
plays the guitar expertly adequate to trigger the "Blues." And
Walker was sort of cute strutting about the stage, hat pulled over
his eyes, accent terribly English.
Still, it was basically just another tight band with another
exhibitionist lead singer and not a whole lot of imagination.
When Uriah Heep played on stage just an hour previouslead
singer screeching like a bat in a white coat, moog gurgling,
guitars clashing in sinister harmonyone knew that was ROCK
’N ROLL. Even better, that was Uriah Heep.
Savoy Brown compared poorly. Even Dave Walker leaping
about and drawling the blues with a proud grin did not help.
SAN HAS AREA
Kovrelos will have City on Friday and Saturday and Childhood’s Bad on Sunday.
Daddy-0 is al the Warehouse on Friday and smoothy Fhe Garlic Factory Natures
Harbin Squirrel on Friday and Saturday. Oldie. end Power will beat the Hatch Cover.
1,11os on Friday with lobo S Grey appearing on Saturday. istidores will have Weis
Duck on Friday and Saturday The Fug Horn will present Mellow on Friday and Frani.
Marsquerra on Saturday.
NEAR SAN IOSE
The Bodega In Campbell will hay.. Childhood’s Lod on Friday and Saturday The
Natural Act will be at the Chateau in Los Colas on Friday with Blue Gravy lealut no
Nick Graveallge on Saturday. The V. or Geller in Los Gatos features Grag Harris on
Friday and Sunday wit h Skip Morgan on Saturday. The Garret Pruneyard in Campbell
will have Karen Corey. lee Ferraris and Task. HIS ton F mil. with Maxwell. Karen
Grey and lee Ferrara on Saturday and Steve& Barb Kritzer on Sunday.
SIG GIGS
David Bowl.. Sylveeler S His Hot Band and PRIeesocent Leach & Eddie will be at
Winteriand iii the Lily on Friday and Saturday Tickets me $4 in advance at all
Ticket ron outlets and 84.50 at the door lames Teylor In 11 the Berkeley Continual!,
Theatre on Sunday. Tickets are SC Sfiond 56 at all liCkelfoll Millets Ike Tine T
will rock the Berkeley Greek Theatre on lriilav with Cold Blood and Gropes Canton
also on the hill. Tickets are $3.75, $4 75 and 55.75 at thr ASI;(: BOX (Mil, Al the
,o
Berkeley Cufnmunity I hit,,’.,, I rata, a:II Thalnandible String Rand. I
.
52.75. 53.75 and

to," he added.
Nelson’s
multi -million
dollar business grew out of his
interest in body work on boats
and cars. He eventually went
into customized motorcycle
work. designing 20 national
numbers on the cycle racing
circuit.
The tanks and bodies are
painted in every conceivable
combination of colors. (inc
body is pearlescent white with
stencilled blue, purple and
salmon pink flowers. It’s
crowning glory is a contour
seal covered in a purple and
blue crushed velvet to cushion
even the roughest bumps.
The designs are by 39 young
artists
from art
schools
throughout the United States.
"We look for creative people
who take pride in their work,"
Nelson said.
Nelson started out in his
garage designing lor Maico, a
motorcycle
German
West
manufacturer. Today he owns
a 40.000 foot plant in Santa

is
Amer.,.
’Skies ot
()melte Coleman’s latest,
description of a changing
country whose skies have had
more changes under them in
this century than in any other
place.
Coleman is a true jazz artist
trying to create a mood and
musical meaning that is
always
unalmost
conventional. unyielding to
the listener’s likes and
dislikes.
A depiction of America; its
love, its hate and its lies, is
what Coleman is aiming for.
He captures some strong,
moody Feelings on the alto sax
his slave). It’s an instrument
which has an unusual, crying
sound that plays on the
emotions of more sensitive
listeners.
This album is a gloomy
answer to what has happened
and what will happen in this
never-ending
countrythe
realm of assassinations,
political wars, racial wars,
space races, women’s rights.
sex, -drugs. and the death of
God, all continue the
underlying theme of this LP.
A tasteful sax portrayal is
done in "The Men Who Live in
the White House." a spunky,
happy-go-lucky tune, perhaps
the at it tole of all those people.

Hard-core cycle groups no
longer corner the markets on
flamed cycles, according to
Nelson, who claims judges.
doctors and lawyers buy custom bikes. "It’s too large a
sport to say only Hell’s Angels
buy my stuff." One really has
to. stretch the imagination to
picture a greasy Angel on a
velvet seat.

Terrpera! VVatercolor!
Oil! Acrylic! Charcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
Markers! Mechancals!
Packaging! Airbrush!
Illustraticn! Sketches!
Renderings! Exhbits!
Photomcunting! Ss!
C,cnstructions! Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Cold and Hot Press!
Single & DoubleThick!
Aftl SWIM...
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THE SPORTS CAR JUST VOTED THE
BEST UNDER $3,000 IS ALSO
THE ONE FURTHEST UNDER $3,000.
If you’re in the market for a
sports car that won’t leave you
too broke to enjoy it, we have
news for you:
For the second year in a
row, the sports car devotees who
read Car and Driver magazine
have voted the Fiat 850 Spider
the best sports car in its class.
Because the fact is, the Fiat
850 Spider offers the kind of
performance and styling you’d
logically expect from a
costing considerably more.
For example, the Fiat 850
Spider features a high-performance engine that goes through
its four-speed fully-synchromeshed gearbox to redline at
6500 rpms.
It has front wheel disc
brakes, independent suspension
all around, standard radial tires,
and even an electronic tachometer (usually an expensive extra).
And although it’s a sports
car, it isn’t the temperamental

Considering what it has, it’s
kind that ends up bringing more
hard to believe it’s the lowestjoy to automobile mechanics
priced true sports car in America.
than it does to you.
$2,470. ( This is the manuNow, as to looks, the only
facturer’s suggested retail price
comment we can add to the
POE the West Coast. Of course,
picture shown here is that the
transportation, state and local
850 Spider was designed by
Nuccio Bertone. The very same taxes, optional equipment and
dealer preparation charges, if any,
Nuccio Bertone who designs
are additional, as with any other
$20,000 Ferraris.
new automobile.)
The Fiat 850 Spider.

THROUGH
OCT. 28

MEM

The biggest selling car in Europe.

HUGE DRAWING

Overseas delivery arranged through your dealer.

S15011 in prites to he given away.

we’ll insure it
for less.
California Financial Responsibility Six mouth
rates for qualified students are as low as:
Single Male - age 17-19
$153
$139
20
21 ...... 74
Single Female - 21 & ever ...... 40
Married Male - ago 21-24 ...... 54

I,I
j

404
Thircl St.

college stuzicra I
CSIS

12898681

insurance service j

GRAND OPENING SALE
20% to MY* off on selected brands: Parks., panty.
warmups, windshirts, skis, boots, bindings.

Buddy Hoffman’s ANY MOUNTAIN Ltd. is a
truly different ski shop.
Pse 11%11 ties 51,01
550 MOUNTAIN LIDAN341$ A ITT% GREEN DA,
off of Soralosa/Sonnyralt Nd. 111.4645.

COUPON

COUPON o

ANY MOUNTAIN

GRAND OPENING
NAME
A D DR ESS

PHONE______

STATE

1, 1 P
S

Students

Music Council has. extended
the San lose Symphony
Orchestra season ticket sales
uj. to and including this
Friday.
The tickets are on sale at the
discounted price of $9, an front
of Music 150.
This ticket discount is
available only to ’it udents.

only

Whether his cycles are
sculptures or status symbols
really doesn’t matter: they are
part of Americana at it’s
flashiest best.

Not everyone has an ear for
jazz
Coleman’s
interpretations, but his music
should not be overlooked. In
order to understand it, one
must realize Coleman plays
the way he feels. Then it will
be a little easier to come to
grips with his language.

prices sliced

Special Offer
Six Full-Vue
duplicate prints
from any size negative

"Bikes are one of the few
personal expression
trips
left," Nelson said explaining
the popularity of his product.
"No one builds their own skis
or surfboards anymore like
when I was a kid."

!here.

Music series

icolor

Cruz and has a staff of 90 employees. "Our problem is we
can’t manufacture fast
enough," Nelson pointed out
proudly.

Coleman’s album
depicts America

1 he Rowan Brothers will
open the show.
Tickets fur the show are $4
in advance and $4.50 at the
dour. Advance tickets are
available at all Ticketron
outlets.

SAN JOSE
’AR MOTOR IMPORTS. INC.
South Market St. 95113

SUNNYVALE
SUNNYVALE IMPORTS
251 El Camino Real 94086

DALY CITY
MASSECLI MOTORS
6800 Mission St. 114014

LOS GIOTOB
WEST VALLEY DODGE, INC.
16212 Los Gatos Blvd. 96030

PALO ALTO
PENINSULA EUROPEAN
4190 El Camino Real 94360

SANTA CLARA
AUTOCAR EUROPE
3209 Stevens Creek Blvd. 95050

BERKELEY
ENGLISH MOTORS OF
BERK ELY
2900 Shattuck 94106

HAYV/ORD
HAYWORD AUTO IMPORTS
20225 Mission Blvd. 94541

MILLBRAE
JAN’S IMPORTED CARS, INC.
316 El Camino Real

REDWOOD CITY
DBA MOYER MOTORS
805 Veterans Blvd.94063

SAN FRANCISCO
PRIOLA MOTORS
4900 Mission St. 95112

SAN MATEO
IMPORTED (-ARS OF HILLSDALE
2160 El Camino Real 95901

LIVERMORE
ALCORN MOTORS, INC.
1830 Portola Ave. 94560

OAKLAND
CARL BLOCK, INC.
3074 Broadway 94612

SAN FRANCISCO
HAROLD MENZIES, INC.
4249 Geary Blvd. 94109

SAN LEANDRO
Ben A. Begier (’o.
1915 East 14th St.

SAN RAFAEL
BROWN MOTORS, INC.
933 Francisco Blvd.95901

NAPA
KASTNER PONTIAC OLDSMOBILF
GM I’
2112 Soscol Ave. 94558

VALLEJO
OGDEN IMPORTS
1401 Sonoma Blvd, 94590

SAN FRANCISCO
EUROPAcARS LTD.
1350 Van Ness Ave. 91409

SANTA ROSA
TORD1CH SALES CO., INC.
1015 Santa Rosa Ave. 95404
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’Tough work-out’causes
Spartans to finish last
I lie

t" -iii

1-11.111

lost.

University had one of it’s "off
days" last Saturday. as they
finished last in a meet at Stanford.
"We didn’t run well this
weekend because the squad
was tired." said SjSU cross
country coach Don Riggs. "I’ve
been running them every day,
including the day before the
meet, so naturally everyone
didn’t do their best."

will place high in the PCAA
Championships an Stockton.
The Spartans travel to
Hayward Saturday to meet
Hayward Slate University.
Pacific,
of
University
University of California at
Davis and several other
schools, still uncommitted.

211.1111ind loon It sown meet
with 28 points. West Valley
Track Club 35. University of
California at Berkeley 82. and
SISti 84.

"With Berkeley placing only
two points in front of us, we
should have tried a little bit
harder.
said
Riggs
"However, with all the woi
the team has been doing, 1
predict that several membe,

FOX THEATRE
1st & SAN CARLOS

Soccer tourneys

293-7007
EVERY SUNDAY
ALWAYS

announced today
Sport hero in his prime

In his prime, Jackie Robinson excelled in basketball and football as well as baseball. At UCLA,
Robinson played all three sports, before signing a contract with the then Brooklyn Dodgers. After
one year of minor league ball, Robinson joined the Dodgers in 1947. (San lose Mercury News Photo)

Jackie Robinson dead;
baseball’s first Black

STAMFORD. Conn. 1API Jackie Robinson. the sports
dynamo who shattered
baseball’s racial barrier with
the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947,
died yesterday Irum heart
disease.
Halt -blinded by diabetes.
Robinson suffered an early
morning attack al his home in
this suburb ol New York City
and died at 7:10 a.m, at a hospital.
The 53 -year -old Hall of
Kamer had been honored only
10 days earlier during the 1972
World Series at Cincinnati
when a sellout throng
Stadium
apRiverfront

()lauded the 251h anniversary
of his debut in Brooklyn.
Robinson’s hair was white.
his eyes almost gone and his
heart scarred bye 1988 attack.
Rachel Robinson, his wile of
26 years. called police at 8:30
yesterday morning. Dr. John E.
Borowy. who rushed to the
former athletes bedside. said
Jackie died of hear! disease.
Robinson’s turbulent.
trailblazing
career
began
when the late Branch Rickey.
general manager of the
Dodgers, signed him in the fall
of 1945 with a warning about
the abuse that was Err? on to
come.

(D)

The former UCLA sensation
in football, basketball and
track absorbed the taunts and
racial slurs. After one minor
league year at Montreal. he
was promoted to the Dodgers
an 1947 and was named Rookie
of the Year in the National
Legaue.
Failing health had curbed
Robinson’s successful
business career during the
past few seasons. He could
hardly see to walk when attending the funeral in April of
former Dodger teammate Gil
Hodges, who died of a heart attack while managing the New
York Mets during spring

iii

for what he believed. Courage
in the way his faced his final
illness."
Casey Stengel. manager of
the crosstown Yankees during
part of Jackie’s career said,
"Rickey did a great job with
him. Rickey was always a
sharp man for innovating new
ideas in baseball. I think the
White public has supported
the Black men in baseball
better than any other sport."

training.
Still, death came as a shock
to the baseball world.
President Nixon, who last
summer selected Robinson as
a member of his all-time
baseball
team, said in
Washington he was deeply
saddened by Robinson’s
death.
"His courage, his sense of
brotherhood and his brilliance
on the playing held brought a
new human dimension not
only to the game of baseball
but to every area of American
life where Black and While
people work side by side.
"Mrs. Nixon joins me in sending our deepest sympathies
and condolences to the Robinson family."
Bowie Kuhn. the corninissiciner of baseball, said,
"No one surpassed his contribution to sports. His entire
life was courage. Courage as
the Black pioneer ol the game.
Courage in the way he fought

STAR 10Z*
MOTORS

way for San Jose. Watson set tort was a very pleasant
surprise to Walton who said
earlier in the week that he
’Watson) may not be a starter
tor the weekend games.
"It was his finest game,"
confirmed Walton.
jamie
Gonzales.
the
Spartans top reserve, put
added pressure on the first
team with three goals in the
LAM! game. Steve Spencer.
Ed Samuels, Brad Jackson and
Bill Warnecke all !allied two in
the winning effort. Spencer
lull one goal behind Gebers for
the series scoring leader with
seven goals.
’I he Spartans will be home
this weekend for the last time
this year. SISU meets Fresno

Stale University Friday at
3:30 p.m. in De Anza community College’s pool and then
clash
with
Stanford
University Saturday morning
at 10.

"MALCOM X"

Intramurals:
pre -season
.
Deadline
basketball tournament signups has been extended until 5
p.m in the Student Acitivities
Office, Both women and men
may sign-up. A captain’s
meeting is slated tor tomorrow
at 3:30 p.m. in the GU. Coslonaon ROOM.
Sign-ups for Far -West ski
instructor. Mark Adrian’s
workshop on ski conditioning
are still being accepted.

GOOD
SOUND
Transistor
Botterie

tPTWO RR NN 14406 eArdElult

$3990

telephone answering
only

Delwers your announcement
Records the caller .m110
:,oubles as d.c rot.ng mac haw

FAN ON

5269"
OR DO T YOURSElf

Make yourself heard
without raising your voice
with a Fanon telephone amplifier!

3:30 (35c)
7:30 (50c)

EVEREADY "
BATTERY
SPECIAL
Especially formulated

The Code-A-Phone 360

Only

TWO SHOWS

’Next W, eel,: "1110% I p"

C TWO Ivan SAITIMI5112654
er.
$11

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE

At Qucment’s

WEDNESDAY
CINEMA

PRESENTED BY A.S.P.B.

()win

4

lINCOLNI & GM, 525.
SANTA ClUZ
426-2500

IN MORRIS DAILEY AUD.

hill ;mil

a

Faster. surer Starts
Consistent yearround, weather-proof
performance
Save main tenance
costs on plugs, point,
and condensors
4 fewer tune-ups
Install it yourself
in 30 minutes.

5:45

SIDNEY POITIER

$25 to 1st Prize
$15 JUST FOR EFFORT

tem available for your car

RICKILOBSON

Starring:

760 MT VIEW-ALVISO RD

Also

The Judson
Electronic Magneto
The most advanced auto ignition sys-

DEATH IN VENICE’

Dir. ALLEN ARTHUR

Amateur
Topless!!
Tonight
mtAss HAIL

From telephone answering systems --to work lights --to all
types of batteries--even telephone amplifiers and electronic
magnetos for autos. If it’s anything electronic you’ll find it at
Quement.

AND
DIRK BOGARDE in
PROMISE MANN’S

"THE LOST
MAN"

ALL SEATS
50c

THE ULTIMATE IN ELECTRONICS . . .

SHON 5. Si& iv’.’

list

CONTINUOUS FROM
1 PM

LOW ON CASH?
NEED A JOB?

NEW FIATS as low as
$48.00 a mo. (lease)
375 So, Market St.
Present Student Body Card for Discount

HITS

of the Orange Bowl testis It
during the year-end holidays
The National Soccer Championship was established in
1959 and won last year bN
Howard University. St. Louis
University has dominated the
sport by winning an un
preculented eight soccer titles

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODEL)

Spartan aquamen
continue win skein
By John Matthews
A long and tedious weekend
is now history and coach Lee
Walton varsity water poluists
are still the only undefeated
maw college team in the
nation.
The Spartans invaded the
Southland last Friday and
Saturday and came !mine with
victories over Los Angeles
Slate University, 14-9: Long
Beach Stale University. 14-5:
and scrappy San Diego State
University. 11-9.
The string of victories is
now at 12 for this season and
20 over two seasons tor San
Jose State University.
The three games backed
Walton’s praise or senior john
Gebers who, according to the
Spartan mentor. "is the best
defensive player on the
squad.Gebers lead all scorers with
eight goals in the three
contests, including our in the
encounter with Long Beach
Stale which was considered to
be the toughest contest of the
three. Such was not the case.
thanks to Gebers.
Walton considered the game
"the best it the season" for the
Spartans.
"What this weekend proved
to me is that three games is one
too many for league play." said
Walton. "It was a very lung
and tedious weekend."
The weekend almost ended
in disaster tor SISU on
Saturday when they met San
Diego State.
’The Spartans, in unfamiliar
shallow
water,
found
themselves tied with the
Aztecs 3-3 at halftime. They
were able to hang -on despite
their fatigue and SUS! Is
aggressive style of play to win
11-9.
Bruce Watson scored three
goals in the game, leading the

lobos Menendez. Chairman
of the NCAA Soccer Rules and
Committee,
Tournament
today announced the dates
and sites for two 1972 national
soccer
inter -collegiate
tournaments.
’the College Division Soccer
Championship, December 7-9.
will be held at Southern
University
Illinois
(Edwardsville. III.) while the
University Division Championship will be staged at the
Orange Bowl in Miami.
Florida, on December 27-29.
The soccer finals at
Southern Illinois marks the
inauguration of a College
Division
Soccer
Championship and reflects the
of
growth
steady
intercollegiate soccer.
Some of the top college
division schools include
Hartwick, Southern Illinois,
Cleveland State, Missouri (St.
Louis), Chico State and
Westmont College.
The University Division
Tournament is an integral part

3 BIG ACTION

This new Fanon Telephone amplifie
lets you move around the room and la I hand -free on the phone while you iv’
working Great for office or home
Dad can look through files and talk
or the whole family can loin in on
a single conversation No installation battery powered and you
own it (not the phone company)
Model FTA5 only

GUEMENT HAS RCA TUBES
AT Ys OF REG. LIST PRICE
PLUS 10 FREE TUBE CHECK
ERS

for transistor powered
radios and tape recorders

LIGHT

UP

CROWN

LITE

with the nifty

The Lamp That Does It All
FLEXIBLE ARM MOVEMENT

up down CVO
the 1,ght *he,

QUEMENT
ELECTRONICS

1000 SO. BASCOM AVE.
SAN JOSE, PHONE 294-0464
Open Mon. -Sat. 9-6

stredC hes

dewed posd.on Puts
,,eed d

VERSATILEUse it everywhere ClOrnpS on foble
work benched beds shelves, ladders, drafting hoards.
sewing machines, eke,,’.- use,? fOr One Of trwre

495

ready to use

219c

RUGGEDAll Metal constructor:In
durable mornenOnte free use Steel tublnu
tempered steel springs and mochtned hard
wore assure years of service

de

//tail

CONTEMPORARY
Modern
d, color

CROWN-LITE

comes with clomp on brackets
OFD BLUE BLACI, OR PONE

11.95 ASSEMBLED

by 1--ecD
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Cage tourney
In December
the first c11111UdI -Spartan
Foundation Frush Basketball
tournament" will be held in
Spartan Gym December 4-6,
announced lrosh basketball
coach Dave Waxman.
The 11 -game tourney will
outstanding
feature
such
schools as Santa Clara,
University of San Francisco.
California and 51511. Rounding out the field will be
Sacramento State, Hayward
State. U.C. Davis and Pacific.
Starting time for each day is 3
p.m.

TRY IT
YOU’LL LIKE IT!
Chick -H-Rib
Restaurant

Oh well

Richard Martinez
Nothing would please Julie Menendez more than a win tonight
over visiting Santa Clara at 8. The Spartan booters are experiencing ’Bruin Blues. 88 a result of last Friday’s 3-2 loss that dropped
the local kickers to the number three ranking among %est Coast
soccer powers.

14111V ANN Si
(awe. from Dia V ,
Honks cooked mews’
Specials Daily
Beer a Wine
911491150

Richard Martinez

Here they come again

Spartan goalkeeper Harry Ozols is under heavy attack again.
Shoe Agoanfer, who tallied a hat trick against the Spartan net
tender, is leading his mates goalward. George Lauterbach is the
Spartan in the middle attempting to aid Ozols against the Bruin
onslaught.

Polorcal Adserhavrnsol

Bruins outlast Spartans,
Agonafer tallies three goals
By Nick Labash
The tans were trudging out
of Spartan Stadium last
Friday evening, like so many
cattle following a long summer
day out in the pasture.
Down on the field a handful
of fans, who come out of the
woodwork following a game,
were making fools of
themselves with a soccer ball.
It proved to anyone who was
willing to watch, just how difficult it is to maneuver with
the leather orb.
Drifting towards the west
exit, the real combatants were
moving off the playing
surface. Even a super-late

arrival could tell the victor
from the defeated.
The UCLA Bruins were
hooting and hollering as they
danced with glee from the
while the Spartan
field,
kickers were showing the
effects of a heart shattering 32 loss.
This was the first time the
local hooters had tasted defeat
in 1972.
Forward Jimmy Zylker. who
usually manages last second
goals that snatch victory from
certain defeat was thwarted
by a convoy of Bruin
defenders. Clinging to a 3-2
lead with the clock winding

towards the ’,nish. the Bruins
skipped the offensive thrust
and concentrated on stopping
the Spartan offense.
There were no less than nine
Bruins dropping back to
the
Spartan
surround
forwards. About half of this
aggregation was hovering
over Zylker, as if the Spartan
star had robbed an old lady
and they were working for a
man named Pinkerton.
Bruin goalie Steve Burnside
deserves a purple heart for the
job he did at preventing the
Spartans from at least
garnering a tie.
During
the
waning
moments. the Bruin goalie was

under
severe attack. Bert
Badaccini led Kenny Davis
with a pass but Davis shot
was high.
A Zylker corner kick was
headed goalward by George
Lauterbach but it was a wee
bit above the net. Somehow.
Zylker managed to shake loose
for one final shot but it
skipped wide to the left.
Zylker clipped Burnside on
the ear while trying to follow
up a shot moments later and
the Spartan forward was
surrounded by a sea of blue
jerseys, all bent on giving
Zylker a thrashing. It was only
an accident. Zylker could have

decapitated the Bruin net
tender of he desired to do so.
The contest of the West
Coast soccer powers ended
with the Spartans still trying
to gel the tying goal.
’With 14:22 gone in the
opening half. Spartan wing
Gary O’Dell took a pass from
Zylker and slashed the ball
past Burnside for a 1-0 advantage.
Despite O’Dell’s modesty.
"It was nothing at all, I looks
pass from Zylker and kicked it
in. It should have been enough
for a victory." he said.
The lead faded like a bargain
basement shirt after it’s first
washing. Bruin All-American

Shoe Agonafer, who scored all
the Bruin goals, headed the
ball into an empty net. Spartan
goalie Harry Ozols, a surprise
starter, came out to block a
shot that appeared to tip oft
his hand.
In the second half on a free
kick, Agonafer was in the right
spot again and while the
Spartan defense stood in
shock. Agonafer scored again.
The Bruins winning margin
came when Ozols and
Lauterbach collided while
attempting to block a shot and
Agonafer got credit for the
goal, although it didn’t look as
though he touched it.

UOP runs to convincing win, 38-28

Spartans unable to defense run
By lay Goldberg
San Jose State University’s
football team prepared all
week to stop the University of
Pacific Tigers’ vaunted ground
game.
SJSU forgot to tell UOP, in
their annual battle for the "victory" bell.
The Tigers rushed for 417
yards as they downed SJSU
38-28. Saturday at Pacific
Memorial Stadium, in Pacific
Coast Athletic Association aclion.
UOP earned its fifth straight
victory and upped its PCAA
record to 3-0, while the

Spartans recorded their third
consecutive loss and dropped
to an 0-3 mark in PCAA play.
Pacific ran the ball 63 times
and passed the ball only three
times, completing one. The one
completion was good for a
touchdown from freshman
quarterback Bruce Keplinger
to lack Diggs in the first
quarter on UOP’s first play
from scrimmage. Steve Cappozo intercepted an errant
Craig Kimball pass setting up
the score.
"We told the defense that
they would pass on their first
play," said a dejected SISI I

coach Dewey King.
A 5 -foot -10, 178 pound
sophomore halfback, Willard
Harrell, did the Spartans in, as
he scored two touchdowns and
rushed for 165 yards on 11
carries. He also returned three
kick-offs for 160 yards.
With time running out in the
first half and the Spartans in
the lead, 14-7, Harrell burst
over right tackle for 54 yards
and the tying touchdown.
not punt to SISU, as it scored
four of the six times it had
possession of the ball in the
second half. A field goal
attempt went array and a t um-

Spartababes annihilate
Bronco yearlings,32-8
San Jose Slate University s
frosh football team, crushed
by Stanford two weeks ago,
bounced back to man handle
Santa Clara, 32-8, last Friday.
to record its second victory in
three contests.
The Spartababes hold a 2-0
mark in the Northern
California Frosh-JV Footbal
Conference and meet
undefeated U.C. Davis this
Friday at 7:30 p.m. up north.
Coach Willard Wells’
charges scored twice in the
first quarter on touchdown
passes by quarterback Roger
Proffitt. He hit Tom Hinton on
an
opening-drive
4 1-vard

strike and passed 13 yards to
Mark Polk for a 12-0 lead.
Dan Praeger, who rushed for
107 yards. scored his first of
two touchdowns on a 14 -yard
cutback. weaving through
defenders, to up the SJSU
margin to 18-0. Santa Clara
scored a safety in the second
period on a bad punt snap.
With the ball resting on the
Spartababe two-yard line
following a valiant stand by

the defense, tailback John
Dawson ripped off right guard
for 29 yards to spark a 98-yard
drive and salt away the game.
Praeger dashed around right
end for four yards and Proffitt
hit Polk for the conversion to
up the score at 26-2.
The Broncos added a score
and Dawson plunged one yard
to complete the tally sheet.

ble recovered by SJSU late in
the game were the only two
times UOP failed to score.
"We anticipated the play
Harrell scored on at the end of
the first half." said Spartan
head coach Dewey King.
"It was a great individual effort by Harrell, but this play
did not turn the game around.
It did have a psychological
effect."
Apparently Harrell’s run
had an effect on the SJSU
defense, as he broke loose for
55 yards and the go-ahead
touchdown with 10:46 left in
the third quarter. The run
capped a nine-play, 75 -yard
drive, all on the ground.
The killing blow came
when
later
moments
UOP defensive end Dennis
Craig
a
Bruno intercepted
Kimball pass at the San Jose
37 -yard line.
Three plays later, halfback
Mike Mangrum raced 30 yards
for a touchdown, giving UOP
two-TD lead with 3:48 left in
the third quarter.
senior
True.
Mitchell
fullback, scored the final
touchdown for UOP with 2:03
remaining in the third quarter,
as he rambled 22 yards. True
had 118 yards in 17 carries.

Mark Posh added all the
points after touchdowns for
UOP.
"We moved the ball well."
said King. "We scored 28
points, which should be
enough to win."
SJSU did move the ball well,
through the air.
Kimball completed 22 of 45
passing attempts for 251 yards
and three touchdowns.
However, three of his passes
were picked off.
SJSU scored its first
touchdown after Emanuel
Armstrong recovered a UOP
fumble on the UOP 16. Dale
Knott punched over from the
one-yard line, five plays later.

Le MANS

FOX THEATRE
1st & SAN CARLOS
293-7007
WED, THUR, FRI,

r/Am
g

CALENDAR
WED. OCT 25. SNAIL
THU. OCT 26. TO BE ANNOUNCED
FRI. OCT 27. CHILDHOODS END
SAT. OCT 28. CHILDHOODS END
SUN. OCT 29. BLACKJACK

He’s X rated
and animated!

ALSO
TROPICOF CANCER

30 SO. CAMPBELL CENTRAL
374-4000
NO COVER SUN -WED

Starring STEVE McOUEEN
MORRIS DAILEY AUD.

FRIDAY OCT. 27, 7 & 10 P.M.

Some"How comes?"
about shaving, answered:
How come I can’t get a close shave’,

SAT, MON, TUE.

Kimball hit wide receiver
Ike McBee with a 35-yard ’I’ll
toss with 8:35 remaining the
second quarter to give SJSU
its only lead of the game, 14-7.
Chris Moyneur, who tied the
reception mark for a single
game 1101. caught the third
SJSU score on a 10-yard pass
from Kimball, in the third
quarter.
Arthur Warner captured a
10-yard toss to cap a 12-play.
80-yard drive, from Kimball
late in the fourth quarter.
Boris Bandov added two
point afters and Jimmie Lassiter pulled in a conversion
attempt. to round out the
Spartans scoring.

Maybe you should take your
clothes off first. Showering
before you shave will soften your
beard even more. Lots of hot
water and soap is the key to a
better shave.

How come my chin and upper lip are
harder to shave?

That’s where whiskers grow the
most. Always shave there last.
The longer lather is on whiskers,
the softer they become.

How come I get a lot of irritation and
nicks?

Every stroke of your razor
scrapes away skin cells. So use
gentle strokes (and as few as
possible) in the direction your
beard grows. Never press too
hard with your razor.

Whatever bugs you about shaving.
ENGLISH LEATHER POWER FOAM SHAVE CREAM
can help de-bug it. We know shaving won’t ever be fun.But at least
we can help make it a little nicer to face the day

English feather*

RETAIN
VIC CORSIGLIA, SR
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2

‘IP

ELECTION NOV. 7th
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE
TO RE-ELECT VIC CORSIGLIA SR.

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
John Martin’s Rook of the
Onne "IAS nrIon phntn, $2.98
Netweets Morn & Night (’iv Knhl.1
$1.00
,,.turin (Nog $31
inurny Through Ching nee,
$1.9g
2‘/nrY’vlss 37 ’Y’rl ;rola,
Occult trayserwiiik of Antiquity 0.
’Ilrrstrr_onIty .is MyStroll Fact by
$1.95
Sternew
The New Weald 2011 woe wood
95)
rAltS of old mm...4, ett:.
$2.98

The Wedding riotous Ctighgens &
Lyothat,-,mr, the world over,
glee
wnrolarflillv odors ($12)
plf)teS
Greek Art 45,
$4.98
hl,r(. $ white 11,101 Sale
Uadorgrquesel Mn., a Lew Arch,-’
rtnvalipe Pnss MacDonald $1 00
lends Reitenmee Easyrine."."
400 racint CI I
Challenge te Wronee lb. re id
problems they face ($4 9541.00

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Nom, Trisect, Ilindrnphy, Chilrlean’s Nona, Pei,. Mink,
Art, etc Gat these..... Ann!i at enrrinin awry NOW at Sam J088
Baoklhop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE.
IF YOU WANT A ROOK, ANY ROOK
Ash us about it - chances are we con $ive you insnwirlinfe
mertinn as to price, react title and availability. If we don’t hays
it we coos get lifer you promptly.
Open ’til
9.00 P.M.
Thursday

ittoK SHOP

lett Sell.,
Reprints
far less
295-5513

119 E Son Frrnondo between 3rd nnel drIt Cis

SUPER -NATURAL SALE
Stock up and save. Prices effectivi,
through Saturday, October 28.
VITAMIN VALUES --Natural d Aloha I rrc oonprol, 160 caps

VITAMIN E 400 I.U.

NOW

’ Si,,, ’o Soil /-1,11 Prrium-Ir. 30

ONE DALY
85% PROTEIN POWDER
VITAMIN C 250 mg

reg.
$2.99

NOW

r$785 NOW
reg.
$325 NOW

$3.95

1.29
$2.98
$2.60

Many more vitamins and supplements 0 I? special
NATURAL FOOD VALUES
,,potoickei, 3 Lb

BREAD MIXES

reg.
$1 25 NOW

GRANULE LECITHIN
ARTICHOKE HEARTS

reg.

SHORT GRAIN ,RICE

reg.
26t

NOW

269
5

NOW
OW

ROLLED OAT’S,:
CASHEW PIECES

$

NOW

NOW
’1:;69
c

99c
1.39
49c

reg.

lsr
19c
45c

FREE JUICE (Assorted Flavors) with purchase of
our delicious Nature or Ocean Burger.

\\.

UN’NSOI
ATURI4
1)6
245 E. Santa Clara at 6th St.
the iamoirs Vintage Tower

HOURS

Mon Pu

10 to 6 30 Sat 10 to 5
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Jazz band set to play
"Election Day Blues
FP

necessary. props are common
with the bands gigs.
"We try to utilize the visual
of the concerts,
content
whenever possible...we don’t
rely solely on melody and
harinceny." said Cannon.
’rhe idea of visualization is
not new to jazz, according to
not
"We’re
Cannon,
experimenting. We know what
were doing. Their performances. while
considered revolutionary by
some, have earned them a
reputation of being "those
crazy bastards from San Jose.’
and invitations to various jazz
festivals in and out of
California. Currently the band
IS preparing to journey to the
Reno and Los Angeles frizz festivals.
Cannon
was
Dwight
brought to San lose in 1985 (he
received his master’s degree
here( to organ:7.e the band into
a permanent SISU fixture, and
for the first three to four years
the band accumulated a large
share of first -place trophies
from the festivals.
But in 1968 the band decided
to abandon the competition
circuit and branch out in other
directions. "Now we’re asked
to come to the lestivals to

show just what can be done,"
Cannon commented.
The band includes a number
of very talented musicians according to their director. They
have the likes ol Dave Gardner
on trumpet, lohn Russell on
trombone. left Wembrenner
(tenor sax), and K.C. Krull
(alto sax). among others.
Cannon also mentioned the
members of the rythm section
including Russ Ferrante on
piano, Bob Shreay (guitar) and
Kurt Moore and Art Totanelli
(percussion). All will be
featured in the concerts.
A final comment from Cannon, that might summarize the
band’s feelings for the upcoming election day concert,
was, "We don’t go on stage to
play for you... we go up there
because we’ve got something
to say."

meeti Ii gs
iiilfli

1.1 511,515 SLPHA. 1 JO p m, in the
ti Uocusaion of the So,
’top dl
110111 F,
Lostanoan
pm in 1.
511.08
A

LI ft

SA11.150 CLUB AND TEAM, 8 p.m. in
l’aolita Room Plans tor ,
)
ft...wean party will he Ms.
Moline blot. ’Speed Saltine
shown
TOMORROW
IF.EUS PEOPLE FELLOWSHIP. item
in the lamp. Chapel
SIERRA CLUB, I Il.m in the Air (.100’
nIL Chambers
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Coastline development.
PI OMEGA PI, 7 30 p m at 11411 Harney
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MEDITATION SOCIETY IS out,
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-
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CA,
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1.0.1
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WHAT IT TAKES TO HEAL" by
James Spencer a Christian
Science Practitioner and Teacher,
3PM, Sunday. October 29th John
Muir Junior High School, 1210
Brenham Lane. Sponsored by
Second Church of Christ Scientist San Jose

.4
II,

ffs 5111,\AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
lull in Morris Dailey Au,’
srreen tour Yosemite an f

ill p.m. in L L
..111 .111 be shown on

set RS. 4..10 p.01 in
ST ill
I meeting tor
.
I’.
moon. s
I hp
WEDNESDAY CINEMA,
with Sidney Punier
Man
shows-3.3U p m. or 35 cents te,
pin tor So cents In Morris

:.

0yht 1,,
.
I hursda. vi dl

How
did Jesus
heal?
Come to this
Christian Science
Lecture

pcturibtaa.gilidhe

SHELL OIL

t

FEMALE Cashiers Needed to manage fully enclosed credit card
booth at a new Shell Self-Service concept near Si’..
Part-time or full-time 52.1$ hr. / day /
Study on the job while not busy.
MALE Cashiers needed between 10 pm -6 am.
Full-time or part-time 52.50 hr.
TT TERRY POTTS BETWEEN 8-5 WKDAYS 247-0690

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 11115,
Food Suppiements tinstant Protein
\Moan. Vita E. Calcium sic)
Home Cleaners (Banc H. L. etc I
Beauty Aide (Proteinized Shampoo SIC)
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3506
1526 W San
PISCIAN W
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) %stuns KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames. top quality
watermattresses from $12 & up. organic
furniture. pillows Quality 10-speeds,
Niles 11 service sccessones. friendly
service, righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
Organization meets Thur.* 730 PM.. in
Maroons! chapel All are welcome,
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join e coilege-age BALLET class at
Eufazia School of Ballet Basic technique tor the beginning dancer Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Director Phone 241-1776
Ins answer 286-6917
THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We are quality Manufacturer’s Outlet of
Womerfs *pourel and shoes 10% discount to students. university personnel
Try us you’ll like usl
SLACK male cat, free to good home. 1 yr
old housebroken. his fled shots. Very
friendly, needs love 289-3077
MON-THURS. Show Student Card for
Pizza 20% off. Dollar Pitcher Baer, Dancing Fri 13 Sat 900 PM- 100 AM, VIP
PIZZA. 1488 So lst St , S J
HAVE A PROBLEM? Loosing for
answers? Let Campus S.O.S help Call
the Spartan Daily at 277-3181 or drop by
SURPRISE SALE Spartan Bookstore
Starting Oct 24,1672 varied & interesting
items Come see for yourself 25-50% off
NOT OPPOSITION to progress lust opposition to blind program. Vote Yes on
Proposition 20 Its our beach lets save
whets left
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS has
returned to San Jose and are having free
yoga classes and yeoman dinners
every Saturday at 4 PM 620 E. San
Salvador St between 13th 8 141 ft SJ

AUTOMOTIVE
IS HONDA SI. SSP. 5.100 actual miles
55130 Call 264-2049 after 6 pm
MERCEDES BENZ ’87. 250 S. stk shift
PS 4 P B. AM/FM radio Excl cond
Best offer 14061 926-2657
’71 YAMAHA 350. Good transportation
Excellent conditron Call she, 7 PM 2778595
19 VW CAMPER 17.000 milts, ex cong..
like new Engine checked All repairs
made No worries for you $2,350 with
new Sernperd radial tires. Bank sows
Bluebook value is $2.850 Call evenings
226-2565

90.7

FOR SALE: 1955 black and white
Chevrolet Conaerhoie /Jew top, good
tins $150 Call 356-5390 between 8-9

Interface: The Law
7:45-8 p.m.:
Public Radio Sports
8-8:15 p.m.:
Dymally-Greene Report

Pioneer offers a polyurethane Injection
molded shell, removable Inner foam
bladder and is extremely lightweight
(only 3 V2 lbs.). This quality boot also
features live buckles, a parallel sole, and
is recommended for the recreational
Skier. $85.00.

1910 FORD falcon, great transpo vinyl
roof, auto bens. clean carl $150(trade
Call 275-9106
19111 AUSTIN AMERICA Low miles,
Clean, 4 spii AM(FM $130010ffer 275-9105
117 MUSTANG, V.8. Automatic, new
shocks, good tires Radio. Hester, good
condition $1 .195 Cell Jay 258-2999 days
259-3734 eves

c57.3?le

9:30-11 p.m.:
Music

c.Fo&P.71,;

1020W. SAN CARLOS 295-5600 275 9100

FOR THE FIRST TIME
SPECIAL STUDENT APT. RATES
FOR THE FIRS! IIME, IHE 0ERS
CRESI WOOD IERRACE
APARTMENTS ARE OFFERING A LUXURY TWO-BEDROOM
APARTMENT WITH WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING, COVERED
PARKING, SWIMMING POOL, AND MANY OTHER FINE FEATURES
FOR ONLY $135.00 UNFURNISHED. IF YOU NEED FURNITURE, WE’LL
GIVE YOU BRAND NEW DELUXE FURNITURE AND STILL YOUR MONTHLY TAB WILL BE ONLY $175.00. WITH FOUR OCCUPANTS IN AN UNFURNISHED APARTMENT, THE MONTHLY RENT WOULD COME TO
ONLY $33.75 PER PERSON. YOU CAN’T BEAT IT! SAVE BREAD AND
CALL TODAY OR DRIVE BY. PHONE 292-1896 AND ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES.
CLOSE
ENOUGH

STUDENT TO WORK In warehouse
del tires Mon Fri 7 30- 12 30 Astro Tire
Co 1580 Old Bannon, 296-1420

MOTORCYCLE 650 Triumph 1970. This
bike Is perfect New tires, recent
overhaul, 8.000 orig. fn. 8800.269-0561
19 VW CAMPER w’86 engine good condition 07000. best offer Call 292-4583
IA coups. radio
’70 VW
De interior, only 24.000 mm, ex cond New
reartires, must en, best offer Call 3773381 after 6 PM
1111 VW FASTRACK RADIAL tires. New
paint. Recent ens. overhaul. 997-3529.
Ask or Ron
114 VW 5U530.000 mi on rebuilt ens
needs trans. work $200. Call 2869050
after 4 PM
TUNE UPS DISCOUNT CYCLES
overruns. Top lourneyrnan motorcycle
mechanic Will discount labor rates on
honda ninths triumph kawasakt For
spat estimate or information call 989Sal Sun lOarn4pm
1597 M-F

BLACKLITE POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
758 AL up, INSENSE 25 STICKS 294.
PIPES $1 00 I up. RADIOS 9388 & up,
LEATHER GOODSL BINOCULARS
$2200 k up BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
18 ’ 01196. 4 $2288 STROBE LIGHTS
$1756. GAS 010 BULB $3.96 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING $1.98 & up. 1.SHIRTS 62.00 EACH. BROOKS110 E. San
Fernando 1 blk Iron. SJSU Phone 2620409.

(’RE77t.4.,teper,
/1e,/

Davri_*-y Apr A

for

PART-TIME HELP W
Democratic party. 243-1720.

EVERYBODY wants 10600w something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s enemy Campus
S.O.S. column help you. Call 277-3181.
STUDENTSearn $100. or more per week.
Year round working voyoung boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No exp. nec You are trained by
experts. No invest.. collections, or del
nec. Tts easy to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students aaaaaaa more
than $100/week last year You must have
a valid driven license. insurance. good
running car Working nous are 3-9 PM
and 8.30 am 4.30 p.m. Sat. Call now
289-1091 ask for Mr. Terry

PINTA. 35 mm SLR HUI body. Yashica t2
lens $70. Minolta AutocOrd. 21/4 x 21/4, C.
lens Made
case. $40, both with lilts
Sea Dr Minium. Psych, or call 269-9365
DYNACO FM-5 TUNER KIT. Unassembled, still in shipping container. Factory
guarantee 5145 Call 336-8627 (in Ben
LOmoncli

MEN
18 yrs. 8 up Newspaper circulation. No
exp nec Transportation turn. Must be
available by 12 noon daily. Generous
training allowance to start. Call Al Benson 289-1091

CALIFORNIA RANCH MOMS
Charming 3 B’rrn on iii ac In County
Frrich doors in dine rrn Ind to breele.MY
BBO. Lo taxs-A must see-call now
$32.950. Ivan H Long. Realtor 265-7970.
NEW MACRAME GOODIES for everything from Jewelry to big well hanging..
hairy cotton string, linen. colored A
tree rope.
natural lute, tarred marlin
WILD /3 WOOLY 12 So 15th St. it Santa
Clara St Phone 296-1588.

HOUSING
GIRLS ONLY. New rooms across the
campus. Kitchen pnv Ample parking 90
So . 5th. also 278 So 10th. Call 2954526,
2964514. Private rm $50. double $65..
triple $55.00 Safe and quiet.

17 30 3 ’ORM Custom made mobile
home Skirting & awnings, many extras
Excel con(’ $500 - 51.000 down. 2288898

FOR RENT
VERY Ige 1 B R Apts.
Furn. w w carpets.
Swim pool, rec room. $130
Studios $100
620 S. 5th St SJ.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE n’ STUFF.
Good prices for quick sale 2661546.
DOUBLE MED, box sp, matt.. frame. Very
good. $30 RADIAL TIRES. Michelin X
Set of 4 Lots of rubber via Ray 248-8639

M OR F ROOM SWARD. in quiet, comfortable home Call 241-4911

RAISED KING VINO YANG waterbed
and frame, pad, liner $30 297-1547

LARGE one bedroom apt. $135 in nice
old house with fireplace. 580S 5th St. 1/13
1106
Large studio. sap study room
Heated pools, turn vr.w. carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200

BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Barn
1166 E William St 293-7897

Wm. of $115
ONE DORM CONTRACTfor sale: Male.
Offered for less then Housing Office pnc.
Call 266-2896

1 bcirms 1020 Elm near the Alameda 8
highway 17. With new green shag carpets
$115 246-1294
QUIET ROOM- pvt. home for serious
"straight" male student. 297-6079.
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrrn with new w/w carpets.
kitchen. Garbing Disposal, air
conditioning. enclosed garage. pool St
bik SJSU. quiet 1 our-plex, 5175 Free
laundry Manager. 4436S 5th 1288-0944

NEW THE PERMANENT NATCHwith key
chain, lights up to 15,000 times. lights
stoves, comp fires, cigarettes, cants, etc.
to ordef send $1.00 plus 254 postage to
B.W Wood 445 Vaughn Ave., SJ, CA
96128

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms
9210 for 2 or 8240 for 4 Reed St. neer S
10th St. 246-3032. 287-61105
APT. whim cond., near campus. 2 boffm.
mod kit, turn.. roomy. 5145.641 So 11th
St,

TYPEWRITER-S.0 250 Office Electric
1971 Model Ong $225.- Pert cond $125
firm 292-5857

FEMALEto share newly furnished room
in girls house One block horn carnpus
Kit. pny. Washer, dryer, pm Writs in
room. 850/mo 441 S. 6th St SEE KEYE
IN ROOM el 296-7687 or 297-4057
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ROOM FOR RENTW2 bedroom
tarnished apartment near the campus.
Room for 4 students. Now rugs Call 2522243

PERSONALS
y

FURNISHID1 bedroom apt to sublet
immediately across street from Duncan
Hall of Science 408 S. 5th St. 118

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara
Street Rm. 513 Phone 294-4495. Nankin..

CHOICE APARTMENTavagable to RESPONSIBLE tenants. Faculty, graduate. or
senior students Tile bath, kitchen. etc
Comfortable rooms REFERENCES_ By
appointment 294-2149

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people in love Petersen 8 Bishop
Photography 438 North Santa Cruz. Los
(Jahn 354-2513 Mark or Ted
TO SALLY COOK. Happy Birthday and
lore you JAN

SERVICUs
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Call.Esche’s 2612598
BRIDAL MIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates 588 includes
gold 8 white SWUM. 80 color prints of
YOur choice, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Ektre full color
Staff of 20
800441 25 each
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open men
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Pocket call 257-3101
TYPING
166S. 3RD
287-4365

HELP-Family needs legal aid. Dope
bust. Call John 2874520 or 280-5444
(Sun -Thurs. ems
FEMALES-Hens an unusual occupation
On hobby? If so. please contact me. I’m
working on photo assignment. Possible
publication in Well-known magazine.
Need your helot Call Nicole 247-3341
EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask. Ask Campus S.O.S. at 277-3181 and
see d in the Daily.
IS THERE ONE Beautiful woman who
would use her beauty for good? If so,
please call regarding thi. protect. 2926279
HURRY
TO
THE
BOOKSTORE before your friends buy up
the stock. Surprise sale Oct. 24.

WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color wedding coverage from 06550
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS
album F fEE $25 11014 color wall print
with wet, service PHONE 296-3300
Evenings till 10 PM

NUMEROLOGIST available for parties.
etc Priv readings by apprnnt No gimmicks 9260413

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 244-6444
AFTER 8 MARY BRYNER

WHERE’S THE BEACH? Only 250 miles
left of the 1.100 rniles of coast line in COW
Vote Yes on Proposition 20, Please, It
wont cost you a cent.

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU
HAS THE BEST RATES. CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 404 S. 3RD ST.’
2ND FLOOR
TYPIST
Accurate, experienced, feat. Can edit
theses, papers. Near City College. Mrs.
Asianian 296-4104

LOST & FOUND
DONATE ON BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $407 A
MONTH. Bring student 1.0 or this ad and
receive a bonus with your fins donation
HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35 S.
Almaden Ave.. San Joe., CA, 1944538
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3:30.

TYPING, fast accurate and reasonable
rates Call 248-9710 after 5.30 PM weekdays

LOST: In SJSU area small goldencolored Cocker Mix. Was wearing brwn,
collar w expired fables tag & flee collar.
Reward. Call 2754105 or 5674471.

Reports.
TYPING-Thesis.
General
Letters lam Relectric Reasonable 2836895

LOSTFemale Apricot Poodle near King 6
Story Answers to Sybil Reward 2951405

TYPING to be done?
Theses, manuscripts, term papers
Mrs. Alice Erninench 249-2864
Fast, ACCUrIlle, Reliable

LOST: Wig hair samples from cosmetic
company during the Week of Oct 2nd.
1972. Reward of $5. Call 656-2699

Spartan
Daily
Classified
PHONE
277- 3175
Print Your Ad Here:

ICount app.,. 3? letters and spres tor ear

1..)

Pr oil Nemo
address_

One Day

City

Check a Classification
11,19 5.51e1
Nevem
LJ Lee sad !seed

THANSPORTAT::,N
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Cernpus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you non your GETAWAY Fly 51 1/3 off
with TWA YoUth Pasepon and take up
to 24 months to pay with
FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 25786116 for information or 2964800 frs
reaerrations

FLY TO GREECE OR SPAINnext
summer student memberships in World
Cultural Exchange. Inc. P0, Box 6268,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 Write now for
details

GIRL?. 810 i ratio guys to girls, 3 bdrrn
large. clean 0225-5240 695 S Ii th 2751974

day,

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Eiectric IBM
Term Papers Theta etc Dependable
Mrs Allan 204-1313

MARRIEDS ONLY
1 bdrm, turn apt near campus. Own
clean. Water & gas paid. No pets or
children. $110 per/mo 545 So. 11th St
293-5428

LARGI APTS, FOR RENT. 2 bedroom. 2
bath, furnished pats 61110. Sae at 5055
11th St. or phone 259-5046

Classified Rates

torneyS.

LOC Bedroom apts
furnished.
w/w carpets.
Recreation room,
Swim pool
620 So 1st St 2,1 5130

LANAIS 2 BEDROOM
Now available Large 2 bdrm apt
carpeting. covered parking, & many other
fine features unfurnished only 135(mo
With luxury furniture Ibrand new) only
03370 per month per person Call 292.
11196

day
$1 50

second-class citizens:
problems of divorce, emdiscrimination,
ployment
rape,
homosexuality,
abortion, and women in
prison."
This course begins tonight
at 7:30 p.m.. at the Women’s
Center in the basement of
Building Z. corner of Ninth
and San Carlos streets on the
San lose State University
campus.
All courses are taught by at’

-EAST AFRICA
E UROPE -I
Student nights. Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Ruasic end Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights,
including Middle East and Far Ernst
Student ski tours European used car
purchase !system. CONTACT, ISCA,
11687 Son Vicente Blvd. 114, L. A. Gilt
90049 TEL 826-0956

MATURE MALE College student over 21
to share house with seine in exchange for
12 hours maintenance work per wen In
Saratoga Phone. 354-8176

EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publication from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bOnus. Steady work Call 296-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N 1st St
Ban Jose

annoyer trent s
Automotive
F a. Sole

QUIET GIRL U.D. or Grad. Pam, studio
apt Litanies paid, no garage $95/mo. 251
So 14th St

FREE ROOM I BOARD to a girl over 18
as a campanion to a handicapped Invididual. Very nice apt Call Robert Hall at
2563208 after 5 PM

SI
JOB
Students earn $3hr in spare time Run
your own aeration crews. Apply in person
Thure thru Fri 1-5 PM 1669 Scott Blvd..
Suite 16, Santa Clara

-

HOUSE for rent. 180So 12th 51. 8200 all
uhl pis

III DORM. MOUSE close to campus $350
per month Call 267-4900

me

3

APT. FOR RENT 1 bar, furnished $130
Call 207-1397 utter 5 PM "Large" near
campus

2 ROOMS IN HOUSE on 5 scree
util, women, nonEASTSIDE $75/rno
smoker. infant OK. couples accept $150
for both rooms 236-0406

LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no risks, Every distributor has
different goals II different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth.
Please make comparisons
We will an you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN 8 MARY 486 SO 5TH 12-2973886

FOR SALE

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 oorms
$210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St neer S
10th St 246-3032

LARGE, modern, clean 1 bone turn.
apts Meter, gerbags. parking free. Has
laundry nod 2 blks. from SJSU.
Reasonable rate.. 2967894

HELP WANTED

1.11

/

LO HOUSE NEEDS 2 RMTS. 14.F, or
couple share rm, fireplece, beck yd, 35R.
B O.. sun-roorn. $65 es. utll. 720 S. (Ith
297-1312.

FROM: Art & Eng. Dept.
Surprise Items)
FROM: General Supplies Dept.
Surprise items)
FROM: Gift, Dept.
Surprise Remit
Spartan bookstore
sterling Oct. 24

Lout se

A six -session course on
"Women and the Law" will
with
women
"provide
knowledge of how the law
affects them as women. Discussion includes legal effects
of marriage, historical
perspective of women .is

FREE RENT. salary for college girl. Shr. 2
bd. 2 btri apt w/& help working girl in
wheelchair 576-0679

PHILCO CABINET TV. runs great. Must
sell. $450, best offer, will take typewriter
in trade 998-2773

Iwo sessinii

"Welfare Law" will be held
Thusday. Oct. 28, at 7:30 p.m.
at Empire Gardens School.
room 2, corner of Empire and
22nd streets in San lose.

PAST-TINS approx. 9-12 hrs. wk (eve)
Chinose student work in small Chinese
lake out rest need car, pref. exp. $1.65
start & tips. 377-4630 11-2

SHREDDED FOAM 5(25515 364 per lb
293-2954

TO BICYCLE,
FAR ENOUGH TO AVOID
HASSLES AND HIGH RENT.

WRITERS,
ARTISTS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED FOR NEW
ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE- Send
samples to Box Y Stanford. CA 94306.
Samples not returnable unless accompanied by stamped, sell-addressed
envelope

ukors

ATE BEDS .Yin YentiloVatertletd Co
Since 1970 has water beds end accessories of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Are Downtown San Jon 2861263. and 240 Campbeil Ave across
from Wm? Volley College. Campbell 376
1040

THE PlISCIIAN 35 S 4th St re block
north of Library) 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
554 pillows accessories quality 10speed imported bikes from $63 Soles It
Service All at righteous Prices with hiendiy helpful service 287-7030 BEDS t’)
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN

VO
REFEREES- Applications in the Student
Activity Office CU

white gold diamond wedding set
Worn 4 was. Ex cd Come see & make
offer 298-6253

1115 DATSUN 2,000
, Removable
hard top radial brew. 5 spd $1.200. also
65 VW Good img.. trans. $400. 364-2578.

8:15-9 p.m.:

Public Forum
9-9:10 p.m.:
Public News

ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks? Recycle Matures largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bay Area. ’e price, mostly. We pay 20 Per
cent Cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 So 1.1. St 266-6275 open
10-9

SUPERIOR OUALITYLower Price
PANTY HOSE Al. colors plus Gold.
Royal-Navy. Grey, Whde. They fit
ALLSizes 5’ to 5581.49 Plus Postage. To
order Phone 293-2729 Mr. Wood.

EL CAMINO LO-LINER CAMPER by
Protects Top Fits 135-73 Used once
Ong $330, now $220 Bill. 287-6302

CABER PIONEER -SALE

FULL OR PART TIME. Men 8 women
drivers Mon wed Fri end Tun, Thurs.
Sat Sun 1 00 Om 10 6 30 pm & 10 am to
6 30 pm 30 percent to 50 poor cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 356 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Bennett

MODERN HOUSE for sal* near SJSU
Newly furnished 8% interest Call 2975345 Owner.

A

I Illb

course will be held once only
on Thursday. Oct. 28, at 7:30
p.m. in the C.U. Umunhum
Room.
The second one -session
course is "Military Law for
Veterans." which deals with
"problems of vets, including
discharges and how to deal
with the Veterans Administration." This course will
be Thursday. Nov. 2. at 7:30
p.m. al 98 South 17th St. in San
lose.

SAVE THIS AD. Before 1,, L,iur ’015. 101
stereo equip, check was lor discount
Orion on Tem. Sansur Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
In. lowest prices available in the entire
Say area Call for weekly specials 24/2028

14 COMET CALIENTE, Y-6, auto, (pod
cond. $275. Call after 430 296-7505
’62 BUICK SKYLARK. VInyl top. A(C, 4
need 1 owner Good condition $360 or
best offer Bill. 287-6302

7:30-7:45 p.m.:

legal iilulig,ilIuuiuS iii you.

La.

OHAUS BALANCESJenseen stales 422
W Julien 288-8730

KSJS
,Campus News
5:35-7 p.m.:.
Music
7-7:25 p.m.:
Human Condition
7:25-7:30 p.m.:
Public News

Peopi I,

HONDA 1971 CL 450 2,290 mIlm-$700
Cali 266-5994 or 293-6698

111 MUSTANG. 3-sod .13 cyl. Very good
Condition, new paint, good tires, must
sea. $700 Call Rick 345-0826

5-5:30 p.m..
Music
5:30-5.35 p.m..

I tin

IPLSI has announced its
schedule of fall courses. The
PLS
is a
non-profit
organization
offering free
community legal education for
people an the Santa Clara
Valley and Mid -Peninsula.
There are no tees, grades or
prerequisites.
One night session includes:
-Tenant/Landlord Law,- a
course which -deals with your
rights and responsibilities ass
tenant and your landlords’

(turr
racE

By Lou Covey
use State
.rhe San
University Jazz Band opens its
concert season with "Election
Day Blues.- Nov. 7, 8 p.m. in
the Concert Hall IMU 176).
Admission is free.
The 24 -member band will
play selected scores written
by Don Ellis, Stan Kenton.
lohn Coltrane and Maynard
Ferguson for both big band
and small groups. Original
scores written by jazz band
members and coordinator
Dwight Cannon will also be introduced to the program.
Assistant Professor Cannon
believes that the SISU jazz
Band is unique in the held of
college bands. Most college
bands,- Cannon said "perform
what could be called
’stagehand music....San lose
State performs very differently.Cannon continued, "We try
to tap current ideas in music of
this sort (jazzl_rellecting the
ideas of groups like Sun Ks.
Pharoh Saunders, and lohn
Coltrane...
In past performances.
performers from the SJSU
band have gone out into the
audience to play. A use of
special lighting and. when

Law School offers free legal education

Pirrsonsis
3...ire.
Transportation
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